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SAGAR PARASRI’S GOD-ORDAINED PEACE MISSION

“NO WAR NEVER WAR”

God uses different situations in the lives of his people to achieve
his purposes. Inspite of our different circumstances, we are all equal in
the sight of God our Creator, and He can use us all in a big way if only we
submit to Him and do his will. Brother Sagar Parasri is one good
example of a person who, his physically challenged situation
notwithstanding, has allowed God to mould him and use him as his
Ambassador to spread the good news of peace and love to the world.

In his book “No War Never War” brother Parasri has, to the glory
of God, used his God-given time, energy, talent, mind, knowledge and
his whole being to raise the consciousness of humankind on the need
for peace and avoiding conflict. His message is loud and clear - that we
all have a stake in building and maintaining peace in the world. Every
small act of humility, love and kindness, and every smile extendd to-
wards a fellow human being, indeed, every act of forgiveness, goes a
long way in contributing to peace wherever we are.

Brother Parasri is a true advocate of the peace we all need - the
peace that comes from God which we should all embrace through the
guidance of the Holy Spirit living in us. We will all do ell to pass on the
message of peace in this book wherever we are and to whomsoever we
can, and let there be peace and love in our one world. May our sovereign
Lord enable as many people in the world to access and read this book
“No War Never War.”

Ambassador Susan Sikaneta
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WORLD LOVES PEACE

Aroma is glowing around you

Greenness is standing erect around you

Fresh water is flowing to give life around you

Over all there is hanging pretty sky.

Just open your eyes

Just ponder over these facts

And go through this remarkable world

The best way to take,

To lead life without conflict

To run the world smoothly,

And having always favourable thoughts

Doing always favourable jobs.

Just unfolding your peaceful umbrella

And walking ever on peaceful paths.

Let us give strenght to peace only.

With might and main to kick out terrorism

And vanish them from this Universal

For the sake of the World peace,

Come, come joining hands

Come, come standing get-together

To hoist the flag of peace across the world

Writer:

SAGAR PARASRI

www.worldwidepeaceorganization.org

email: sagar@worldwidepeaceorganization.org
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Mr. Garrido, Panama Ambassdor who supported our

cause very much and below picture is showing the

gathering in Jaisalmer mission school.
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Impedements do not bind those

who are determined to go forward

obstructions do not stop those

who fend beyond hopeless curcumstances.

Hon’ble Former President of India

 Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam is much appreciating

Mr. Parasri for the welfare of the world in New Delhi 2009
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“Disability is not a brave struggle or ‘courage

in the face of adversity’.

Disability is an art. It’s an ingenious way to live.”

This sprit is truly lived by a man known as SAGAR PARASRI.

I man of grit & courage, strong will power and patience, his

physical  disability has in no way deterred him from his path

seeking peace. His book on peace is a benchmark. His vision

of peaceful & harmonious world is exemplary.

It was a real pleasure to meet SAGAR PARASRI. I admire

him for his sense of purpose, sincerity & unrelenting spirit

for the cause of ‘peace & harmony’. He, himself, is a live

example of peace & tolerance.

His book “DISCOVERY OF PEACE” highlights every topic

of hatred and provides concrete suggestions, that will help in

he quest for peace. Our school follows the motto of ‘Vasudhaiv

Kutumbkam’ but Sagar truly lives the sprit of ‘Vasudhaiv

Kutumbkam.’

I would like to wish him the very best and success in all his

endeavours.

Manju  Agarwal
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Dr. B. K. Tripathi

Reader in Zoology, at present Jt. Director              24th July 2008

To Whom It May Concern

It is indeed a pleasure to speak about Mr. Sagar Parasri

who is working on World Peace mission. He is serving in the

institute of Education, National Council of Educational Research

and Training, New Delhi. Mr. Parasri has proved his capabilities

by participating in several National and International conferences

and meetings to spread the message of peace.

Mr. Parasri is such a committee person that his physical

state has never halted his sustained endeavor to accomplish the

task. This makes his personality unique and he deserve worth

appreciation. He must be suitability awarded to uphold motivation

in the society for such a higher moral concern which he is

relentlessly pursuing.

I wish him grand success for his mission.
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6.5.2011

It was a real pleasure to meet Mr. Sagar Parasri at

“Shilpotsav” a festival of crafts organized by the Ministry of Social

Justice & Empowerment, Government of India.

I specially admired the sense of purpose, sincerely and an

unrelenting spirit for the cause he has undertaken and his cause is

something that concerns us all - The cause of ‘Peace’ and No War.

We all think about it, we all want to do something about it, but here

is a person who thinks, breaths and lives this cause. He writes

about it, talks about it and lives it every moment of his life, his quest

for peace and no war.

I would like to wish his book and his work great strength

and energy and hope he can take it to its rightful end.

I would like to recommend his book ‘No War Never War’

and also recommend many of his suggestions, that will help in the

quest for peace.

I would like to wish him the very best and success in all his

endeavours.
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Around two years back I met a great personality on a wheel

chair, Mr. Sagar Parasri with a mission of peace, who was

travelling from city to city to convey the people regarding

peace and no war.

“Peace be with you” was the words uttered by Lord

Jesus Christ to His disciples just after His resurrection. It seems

that Mr. Parasri is carrying out the message of Lord Jesus. It

is commendable to see “someone” striving so hard to spread

the message of peace when the present world is crying out for

“Little peace.”

I recommend the book NO WAR NEVER WAR which

is the vision of Mr. Parasri to be published and my prayer is

that his vision may travel beyond the boundaries of lands and

may convert wars and rumors of wars into peacefulness.

Lord Jesus said “Blessed are the peacemakers for they

shall be called the sons of God.” - Matt 5:9

May the Almighty God give him strength to succeed

in all his attempts.
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Appreciation Letter

Dear Sagar Parasri

I, Head Mistress of Kendriya Vidyalaya, NCERT, JNU

Primary Branch would like to take his opportunity of express

my heartfelt thanks to you for your active involvement in Peace

Education. Your speech was too motivational and inspirational.

Our staff Members has also asked me to pass on their sincere

appreciation for your efforts in bringing peace and harmony

in our vidyalaya.

Again, thanks so much for your enthusiastic participation.

Best Regards,
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Preface

Sagar Parasri is a man inspired by his dream of world

peace. He never fails to spread his ideas amongst those he

interacts with. Let not his frail body deceive you into think-

ing he can not fight the battle for peace. Inspite of having

90% Locomotor Disability he maages to convince those

around his to take up cudgels for the cause.

In his book he goes to great lenghts to analyse the

reasons for disharmony in the world. His words flow with

emotion from his heart. He wants to incite people to care about

the planet we all live on. He looks into the harsh reality of the

damage we are doing to the environment. Violence an hatred

have destroyed civilizations by overthrowing each other -

Sagar speaks of No War Never War.

Sagar has stressed on the need for peace eduction in

all classes as a compulsory subject. He fears, as most of us do

the advent of the III World war.

He has put his all, his soul into this struggle. Will you

join him?

Mrs. Asha Mehra

Block A-204

Som Vihar Apartment

R. K. Puram

New Delhi-110022

Mobile No. 98111-53591 ASHA MEHRA
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PEACE Vs WAR

No doubt between peace and war

Fight has been on for a long time

Means between rich and poor thoughts,

No doubt both peace and war

Are emerging from one's mind.

Anti-human beings activities.

Like Hiroshima and Nagasaki's annihilation scene,

Like First World War from 1914 to 1918.

Rich thoughts mean

Always fruitful results in favor of humanbeings.

Like 1688 bloodless revolution in England,

Like reunification between East and West Germany.

Hence, peace wishes ever smile at everyone's face

And loves to promote C.T.B.T. policy

With great expectation,

One day this globe must be nuclear bomb-free

No doubt peace is preventing any situation

From going bad to worse.

Like Jerusalem or Kashmir's tangle

In this process, let us not forget our peace-envoy

Like Mahatma Gandhi, Sri Aurobindo, Mother Teresa etc.

Yes under peace banner,

No doubt their dreams come true soon.

At first and at last

Peace is winner in every corner

The world commitment to peace not at all war.

Writer:

SAGAR PARASRI

www.worldwidepeaceorganization.org

email: sagar@worldwidepeaceorganization.org
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TRUTH ABOUT THE GLOBE

To recognize the truth of life and to realize the truth

of earth we have to brace all those facts which are helping in

recurring human life. Because on this Earth Human life is the

only thing which is incredible. They have to know about oth-

ers to save all living beings of the earth. These are related to

discussion about important subjects and by doing this we are

doing our duty of ‘Humanity’ for being blessed with life on

this earth. We will save such and every subject of and on

earth so that the incredibility of earth in the solar system could

be kept alive. Earth is the only planet where life and greenery,

birds and animals and beauty is seen. Here only we have the

pleasant sights of morning and evening and it’s not possible

on any other planet. Birds flying in the sky come with a spring

of colours. The splendor of clouds is beyond imagination when

it sprinkles rain-drops on earth increasing its beauty and

blooming gardens, farms, orchards and greenery. Only

because of this life on earth for billion creatures has been

possible and neutralized. And we Human-beings have not been

a protector instead we’ve been destroying it. What type of

justice is this? We are not able to sustain our large, beautiful

and sweet our ‘Earth’. This in ability can put life in danger,

on this planet for all living-beings and turn the earth into a

barren.

Leaders of the World: How many initiations we are taking for the

true love of human being is it true or false?
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The planet earth which rotates around the sun with

the speed of 1.7400 lakh km/hr, can we ever imagine the same

speed by us sitting in a rocket which is 14/95/97/ 900 km for

from the sun. The rays of the sun take a time of nearly 8 min-

utes to reach the earth. Diameter of earth is 13,92,520 km and

the surface is nearly 511 million KM. The beautiful planet

earth has its near-about 71.8% area full-filled with water. Rest

every part of it is covered by human-life except some snowy

areas. Population on this earth is more than five billion. Most

important question is how much space is enough for this num-

ber of people to live? Through some new statistics we’ve come

to know that only area on earth is engaged by human being.

Rest part of earth has big mountains, deserts, forests, rivers,

lakes, farms, gardens, orchards, agricultural lands and deserted

barren lands like Rajasthan in India. Earth is divided into seven

great continents and seven great oceans.

In these seven great continents there are altogether

206 countries residing. And due to many reasons like poverty

corruption, unemployment, illiteracy, theft, robbery, quarrels,

terrorism, enmity, differences between religism and casteism

there is a huge calamity shadowing on the earth. To survive

human life needs only the fundamental basics:- food, clothes

and shelter. It’s the only necessity to live as well as a human

right. It’s believed that the earth was formed about six crore

years ago i.e. here progress has taken place slowly. Although

we don’t’ even have proper statistics. The ancient informa-

tion collected is also partially an imagination about it.

Because the truth of life and earth have a big difference.

Perhaps we have a cent percent information about that.

Before human-life there were only wild animals and

creatures creeping on earth. At last Almighty God Created a

change and the earth changed. What did God think when be
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created human beings on earth? He have them the power of

consideration. He also gifted them voice so that he could

power his heart out for others. Almighty God gifted  human-

beings everything to live life. But human-beings did not bother

to value the truth of life. And yet we’ve not taken the path of

truth and are still chasing on unknown path for the welfare of

an unknown’s sake. To full fill our personal interest we’ve

always been selfish. This narrow thoughts has always brought

difference on the earth right from the beginning itself. That is

the reason we are not able to do anything better. We’ve been

prefacing all the evil things. But somewhere there are some

people who have realized that wave been on a wrong path

and their guilt have given birth to the vibes of unity, brother-

hood, peace and love probably. So that we may save our beau-

tiful earth like a good soldier.

PEACE BE

WITH

YOU
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IMBALANCE IN ENVIRONMENT

Siberia the coldest region of earth and Namibia the

one with the hottest climate, the deadly desert always trapped

with sultry heat are perturbed. On one hand we’ve got a

falling Temperature and on the other we have the rising one

these both having a variation in colours. Scientists are wor-

ried due to the major changes in the environments. They have

been warning us against the danger ahead. Because those

regions of earth having winter for the whole year can create

unfortunate incidents beyond imagination. One of the

examples of these incidents its is the great continent of Eu-

rope being affected by terrible floods. Huge glaciers melting

down are bringing lot of changes. Although changes keep on

coming but in minor forms. But major changes are a subject

of bothration. Oxygen present on the planet earth is only upto

3km in height are little more, and is helping all living-beings

live with their identity, spread over on area of 21%. In the

environment most of the space is filled with CO
2
.

It’s been believed that the wildest and poisonous

animal even do not attack until and unless they’re been teased,

but we humans sometimes knowingly and sometimes unknow-

ingly are destroying our environment slowly but sharply, just

to win on one.

We can survive under the banner of World Peace.
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To prove themselves a rich and best one. I don’t know

from when, why and for whom humanity is masked by insan-

ity and hunting the natural beauty to ruin it. In the world how

many rich people are praised and how many poor are pro-

vided kindness. After all whose the on lighting the spark of

destruction? Who is gesturing behind the blind waste of

billions of dollars? And its not a matter of one or two

everyday, million of dollars are misused, by making fatal

weapons. Do we ever give a second thought on for whom are

we wasting so much of money? For who’s benefit? We pre-

pare the best war-ships, fighter air-crafts, fatal atom bombs

etc. God owns are filled with arm and weapons. So much of

money is wasted on these and far away at the other side green

forests with innocent animals, helpless humans longing for

one time food and perturbed for happiness innocently and

answering of the destruction chasing them.

Then for whom do we challenge to be protected?

Request for a balance to be maintained in the environment.

This imbalance is a result of our own narrow thinking. But to

do justice with our people and planet there is an un known

power lying in the world of  our oceans. Where the most com-

mon and world wide known creature in the form of tasty sea

food also are the fishes. There are many sub-marines found

here all the detective ones hunting for an unknown enemy.

On the sea-surface so many huge sea-ships sailing with weap-

ons loaded sticking to certain point sometimes to prepare for

a counter back attack.

Human life needs pure drinking water which is on a

shortage. Humans surviving for life are able to get only 1%

out of their need. Huge population fighting day and night with

many deadly epidemics like hunger, unemployment, poverty,

dreadful diseases etc. But this truth is unseen by bigger coun-

tries and by doing so they are snatching the rights of small

countries and this is a gross injustice. An act beyond imagi-

nation.
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All of the rivers finally go to merge themselves in the

oceans. They feed peoples, animals etc thirst and loose their

identity in the ocean. But do not loose their goodness.

Human civilization developed and was possible only with the

helps of hundreds of rivers. These rivers helped humans

inhabit in the world and more ahead. And now we have

polluted them. Their beauty has been vanished and their  water

is turned poisonous, people surviving on that water have lost

their life are writhed ! Who is the culprit of this? Honest people

living around or the wastage thrown in the drains. Poisonous

garbage and faces has polluted major water sources even, due

to which all living creatures life is trapped in a great danger.

This is the sin of human-beings coming against them instead

of protecting the natural treasure they have been destroying

it. Before time ends we need to win on all our bad habits with

good ones enforced to have a control on the worsening situa-

tion of land and water plus to save them. The truth of water

being our life is being lied by human-beings and they’ve been

selfish and spreading it in the environment. Alas! we could

have learnt practically that water is holy and nature belongs

to us and had took care of them like our own child! Nursed

them and saved them. There would have been a very charm-

ing face of earth. Where has the rainbow disappeared? Which

Need pollutionless environment with growing employment for the poor.
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we used to look at our childhood during the rainee season.

The pure food with a delicious taste. During those days no

external effort like urea was needed for agriculture. And

today for agriculture and farming we are compelled to used

various types of external efforts like urea and chemicals. Due

to this we have been suffering from many type of diseases

also. Although caring and nursing has been more convenient

and effective today but the diseases also are comparatively

increased to the ancient times. We are craving to keep our

body fit and have true food. We show off only the outer osten-

tation and keep in taking multivitamins, for the sake of being

fit. There are numerous hospitals in the world but the crowd

there tells us that people are more sick today. People are com-

pelled to depend an medicines for life. Many times we’ve

heard about rain-drops falling with many harmful chemicals.

This is a straight forward result of a defect in the environ-

ment. Many forests of the world have been deforested and

turned to a barren land. The way forests are decreasing from

the world, greenery i.e. natural happiness is also being  swept

away from us. This is our history and identy today. And not

only this by deforestation we destroyed forest creatures also,

only for our sake. We are so mean that for our sake we are

ready to destroy our planet also.

Due to deforestation we’ve lost forest animals also.

And those homeless creatures have started disappearing from

the world’s face also. Among this the most powerful and strong

wild creature tiger has also started disappearing. The one and

only reason behind this is we humans. Because by deforesta-

tion we have snatched their shelter and made all of them home-

less and get disappeared. ‘Life’ is a right for human and ani-

mal both. Almighty God has given s brains to think and save

these innocent and precious creatures. And to project them

and their lives. This will help us to maintain the balance of

our climate and environment, on earth. Today we are seeing
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fissures on the earth and an increasing imbalance. Justice

should be done to everyone evening its a piece of stone.

There are many type of other crisis as well like

shortage of water, decreasing number of petrol, oil etc. Till

when will these last? Its always been a subject of dispute. All

mineral materials are there in a limited any way and will come

to an end soon. It requires to be used carefully. It’s a very

serious border related to our environment. And its clearly sow-

ing the sign of shortage. Water is a boom for life for al living

creatures and it is also shortage. We won’t even be able to

have drinking water. Life is not possible without water its

been said that in future water could be the reason for way. We

all human-being need to unite and find the truth of nature, to

try and live naturally. And now to save nature and ourselves.

Love is needed by all living creatures, human, ani-

mal, plants, trees etc. Love is the only way to live life as it

absorbs our tears and gives us a smile. And works for not

only one-self instead for each and every part and particle of

our world. To keep the natural beauty alive. We all need to

change our minds with this type of beautiful ideology and

work on it. Then only a better life can be imagined.

Swinging climate brings cool breezes and chasing

clouds and in a moment sky gets the splendor of the clouds.

This beautiful scene of nature fills every one with joy, hu-

mans, animals plants, trees all of them enjoy it. All of them

think that their happier day’s have come back. Because its

going rain bringing a new life to everyone. To keep a balance

in environment and spread happiness, its necessary to have

rain at certain times. Because we’ve lost many lives on earth

for these drops. And its a repeated routine of every year. No

rain is the sign of imbalance in the environment, earths those

parts turn into small eracks, farms, gardens and orchards dry

up, coming to an end, all of these are the necessities of life.

We are compelled to have those goodness of life. Nature needs

justice & we need to step our euid deeds are creating a huge
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imbalance in the environment. We’ve been misuring the na-

ture a lot & in result Co
2
 is generated on a very large scale.

All the industries earning million bucks leave a poisonous

smoke in the environment. Atom bomb brings only destruc-

tion and not a bit of progress. If by mistake its exploded it

will bring destructions beyond imagination for years and de-

cades, no greenery is possible on that place. That’s why its

necessary to bring in proper education about the atmosphere,

and make students as well all to understand to protect all liv-

ing creatures with themselves. This is the only love in true

meanings of a human life for world peace.

Planet Earth must appear as

beautiful as best
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WIDE   SPREADING  TERRORISM

Under the blue sky, everywhere, in each country ter-

rorism is slowly and steadily videly spreading with a terrific

face, with a non-ending thirst for human blood. This is the

biggest concern of the work. A small country like the Vatican

city or the biggest country Russia all have their own

solutions to be safe from terrorism, but still the danger is

increasing in each corner of world. Strangers are always

suspicious. There is a thorough checking for the security

purpose for all those who come and leave the country. But

there is no law for time-bombs, remote bombs, pistols and

riffles all the dreadful weapon of terrorism which kills

humanity and happiness. Terrorism is that ugly face of hu-

mans which does not have any feelings for anyone. Then what

justice do we expect? With what truth and what lie? Coz this

lie has hanged the truth. And this is terrorism world has faced

so many destructions to the earth and innocent people who

are probably trying to simply live and help progress come for

the society and children. Aircrafts are hijacked. And these

ones are always busy with selfishness, by theft, killing and

troubling others. They’ve only one thing in mind “Don’t live

and not let live”. Terrorism has spread its roots everywhere

whether its in small countries of Latin America, or the great

continent of Africa, South America, North America, Austra-

lia, Europe etc. Talibaan the famous spot and place of terror-

ism, due to it Afghanistan, Irag, Pakistan etc have lost their

identy. The terrific face of terrorism have terrific and trapped

many big countries of Asia counties and is creating dissen-

sion and provoking everyone to war. Just because of terror-

ism big countries like India also is towards decline/downfall.

Kashmir and its part which is occupied by Pakistan has got

many places ready for terrorism act.  And the sound of ex-

ploding and blasting bombs are welcomed with clapping. By

terrifying the work what justice are they looking for? Is this
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non-visible face of third world war, running happiness from

the world and forcing a simple/common man to die. May we

ask this group, that, what do they want to win? Why are they

playing with lives? Various types of terrorism showing off

their various terrifying faces. We are scarce of living each

everywhere       proving ourselves by checking routines. Hon-

esty is doubted just to mentally pressurize us.

Terrorism does not believe is any religion. It only be-

lieves is bloody-battles. One of the eg: are the attacks on

America (9/11) when lakhs of people were killed in a minute.

That huge, tall tower of New York where the aircraft was

banged and thrashed to pieces. The fire at the oil godowns of

Iraq. Explosions in our country India also. All of these

terrifying the citizens and torchouring the government, in

many ways, like Shri Lanks being torchured economically.

People are trying to find out solution to fight terrorism. But

can we hardly control this insanity?

It has to be revised seriously. Entire world has been

discussing and compromising between, then against it. But

the terror of terrorism is still to its height. It’s just the same.

Speedly destroying earth and its creatures with insanity. To

win on this we need to take the path of truth only and leave

the evil. The battles going in Africa is pooring the poors of

that place. Terrorism is spreaded in many countries like Kenya,

Libia, Zimbabway Mairacow, South Africa, Sudan, Angola,

Medagaws Kar, Alzeria, Nigeria etc. Here bomb-explosions,

bloodily battles from many past years has taken a horrific

face now and turned humanity to insanity. And the level is

beyond imagination, and become very common you can see

it everywhere. Southern Asia is facing the same danger and

east and west parts of Asia are also not spared. Its not

necessary that only violent acts like explosion, assassination,

theft etc are terrorism infact all those activities against

government public property, terrifying people, theft robbery
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etc are also terrorist, and all these

unfortunate incidents are the

result of anger and forced on

others, hiddenly or openly. Be-

hind these there are evil minds

filled with hatred, jealousy, unfair

discrimination etc. These

negative minds have turned out

to be strong enough to be de-

feated, but we can. Yes! Though

it will take a long time. We have

solutions for all these problems

and we should spread them

through education. I remember a

song my heart always sings.

Give Love and you get love

Neither Hindu nor a Muslim

Neither we have any religion

We all are brothers-sisters

Crack down the camps of terrorism across the world our big en-

emy is our big negativity.

Peace clean

bowl the

terrorism
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A Good education can change an insane to a human

and make life happier. In the entire world there are many

prayers made by good human-beings to have a good life with

everyone. Our planets identy stands for good and not for evil.

It today may not had any arms and weapons running human-

ism we would not have had terrorism also.

Come let’s together built a pillar of good deeds to

clean-up the earth from the evils. Let be positive and keep a

faith alive inside us and carry a message of virtue and teach

humaning and to live a better-life. It will help us in tough

times. In this only there lies a revolution of world peace and

defeat of terrorism.

There is no bomb in the world to

distroy world peace.

So Peace defies terorrists
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WORLD  FULL  OF  SORROWS

Our simple and innocent world struggling with

diseases, poverty, unemployment and many more troubles. In

our life there are so many unwanted pains that human-beings

are always impatient although being blessed with a beautiful

life. There are so many deseases over lapping on life that when

does it begin and when does it end can hardly be noticed. Life

is ended struggling with them. We celebrate a human birth.

But does that baby known that this world is full of pain. Slowly

the child grown up and steadily observation our society have

you ever thought about those thousands of children who don’t

know about education, about school. Does knowledge rain

on us when we read books. An unaware child does not known

the pain of life. These innocent faces and eyes are always

finding something to eat to drink at least fresh eater. Wander-

ing in rags these childhoods are compelled to live a double

life. Their parents fighting with poverty and illness longing

to provide them a bute of food ore a drop of milk and water.

Under the open roof of sky these children are just creeping

towards their end, Lakhs of them loose their identity. We don’t

Against anti-peace we have to make best efforts.
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have perfect statistics about it. These children play  and  when

tired  they  come  to  sleep and  here  they  close  their eyes

there life ends. The rich ones do not have time to think about

the welfare of the poor. The poor’s don’t have any sources of

food, medicine etc, and are punished without any reason. If

we try and figure out we find that more than 25 crore childerns

are working as labourer. All these are found picking rags to

survive life. There are no pleasures and convenience in their

life. Then how can a good future and happy world be imag-

ined? Because here at present people are victims of darkness

and pain and relief for them is far away. Then how do we

expect a good future for this helpless childhood? Compelled

people go through all things to survive.

These numerous children are forced to steal and feed

their hunger. Many of these grow up running on the evil paths

of life to be insane.

Clothes, food and shelter a childhood surviving for

these grown up in injustice. Nobody taught them about kind-

ness and beauty of life. This is not only with those who do not

go to school infact with those also who do go, and are blessed

with human justice. These students leave education behind

and get attracted to things against law and order. On this path

there are numerous students in the world. And this is because

there is no one to teach them the fact of life, and human

progress. Fresh statistics tells us that population on earth is

more than Six million we have great talks and big promises

of justice.

Out of this 50% population is under the poverty line

requesting for their part of justice. There are thousand of trial

plans bought in the name of welfare. More or less they suc-

cess also. Food, shelter, clothes, education, pleasures and

convenience is provided door to door, still poverty is ahead.
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Hospitals are daily coming up but disease also keep

multiplying in the world. That’s why each hospital has

everyday got a huge crowd of sad faced people hoping to

survive life. Anyone asked in the world that whether he wants

to live answer is “yes of course”, because life is like a boon,

them whatever tough situation arise. Everyone fears to death.

Whoever it may be a human, a thief, a terrorist or insane.

Nobody wants to loose the treasure of life. Then why are so

many dangers hovering about war and battle? Come lets to-

gether accept the truth of life ,and teach everybody the prin-

ciples of live and let live. It’s a small duty of ours which can

do wonders to make our life good. There are laws and orders

to protect life. Because treasure of life is in the pleasure of

life to live. This is the human right for ever. All creatures are

a natural gift. Everyone lives life in his own way and eat what

they like. A true human being never hurts others, lives

according to humanism, helps people and government and

remains honest. Have you ever though about those people

who are not able to utter a word, are not able to enjoy the loud

musies of life not able to dream about happiness in world,

and those ones can’t stand on their legs without a stick the

poor handicapped ones, who need a wheelchair to move and

depend on others. There are a large number of people who

are handicapped. In India itself there are near about 6-7 crores

of them, and if we calculate all the disabled ones of entire

world the digit will be beyond imagination, and though. These

people are forced to walk on the thorny path without any help

and kindness from others. And the others are almost indulged

in their own self and never bother about these ones nor have

any kind of feeling for them. Those innocent and disabled

ones are compelled to first loose hope, identy, and wellness

behind and embrace diseases and limpness, and its a very old

fact and truth, due this the innocent people are punished.
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Entire world is being trapped with small or big diseases, and

the most common one is diabetes, and is found in each house

its also known as slow poison. Tuberculosis, cancer, Aids,

HoIoVo etc deadly disease have rained the happiness of world.

No continent has been spared. Science promises to keep people

fit and its a good effort and a matter of happiness. In this way

the world is rapidly increasing the pleasure and

convenience for people, and its necessary also for human-

welfare. Still numerous people are victims of small or big

diseases. Or it can be said, the half people of world are sur-

viving their life with a blanket of sorrow. Then what do all

countries expect from each other? What protection do we talk

about? Which unity? Not only this unemployment is shad-

owed on the sky. Many peoples are wandering with their de-

grees in hand. Alas! Is there any door open? Someone to lis-

ten us & us food, shelter and clothes. Then either a street

hawker or one with a white collar. Everybody expects social

justice.

If these people are questioned that what type of jus-

tice do you expect What do you hope from us? Answer will

Who is responsible?
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be “The right to live”, to take care of our family and help our

society in its progress”.

The only solution for all these burdens would be world

peace. Or we can opt for an option which is capable of pro-

tecting nature and human welfare both, their conveniences

and pleasures. This is the truth of life. Million of pests, birds

and animals demad from human the right of living. Today

there are man species of animals which are only in the his-

tory. Tigers are steadily disappearing from the earth. Their

number of presence in a huge country like India is only 1411.

Rhino is the another wild animal to start disappear-

ing. White elephants are rarely found. White deer having musk

are also one or two. Black deers are only heard not able to be

found. People have kept hunting tem for their self sake and

hunger. One of the major reasons behind the disappearance

of these animals is deforestation because of it these animals

became homeless. Slowly and steadily forests have been de-

creasing from the world’s face, from all the great continents.

Human-beings have been destroying forests blindly for their

own shelter. Due to this we are in a big trouble of natural

calamities and global warming. Our mistakes have taken an

ugly face. Many rivers are polluted, pools, springs, water falls

lakes have turned to poisonous sources for life, as we have

snatched their purity. Even the cause of having very less rain

and no rain is the same. Birds sweet and melodious voice are

lost in the loud noise of world.

It’s a duty of every country to keep their land full of

greenery and to provide protection to birds and animals and

encourage forestation. Try and keep all drains and gutters

clean. So that this huge earth may be able to give fresh air to

birds flying, animals creeping with freedom, and be

pleasurised with the freasure of earth, happily singing the song

of unity and welfare. History is bean witnessing the upheaval
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on the earth due to which all earth creatures are facing many

type of difficulties and numerous innocent people die trapped

under injustice. There are many examples of this in North

America, who lost their lives by being victims of violent

storms, earthquakes, heavy rain or excess cold .These inci-

dents keep repeating from time to time. The other example is

the terrible earthquake in Hiti of South America. It killed lakhs

of people in a minute.

Brazil, Argentina and countries of Latin America etc.

Probably any country is lift untouched by these natural

calamities. Different from these Africa is being a victim of

poverty more than other natural calamities. Every year flood

brings a huge damage and in summer people die due to heat

for a drop of water. There are places on earth which are

affected with heavy rain and due to no possibilities of

agriculture people are forced to live on animals. A big area of

mid Africa is affected with the same burden. Western and

South Countries are affected with other demerits like theft,

robbery, killing etc, and people are bund to live on these bad

ways to survive life, and believe in the same. The same piti-

ful scene in Asia also. Lakhs of children are forced far beg-

ging for the sake of life continuously. South Asia is teaching

less ones of these problems, showing it to the world in the

mirror.

Life is moving towards dark from the light of happi-

ness. Due to these insane things Vietnaam and Sri Lanka have

become useless. The same situation is in the countries like

Laos, Thailand, Combodia, Burma etc. Physee and Africa had

undergone terrific riots and quarrels due to the colour differ-

ences. There are many problems spread in China and India as

well, along with burders of natural calamities too. Europe an

economically strong country is also not left untouched by these
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natural calamities. Many other countries like Australia etc are

also trapped by these natural calamities.

Apart from these dieseases are also killing people.

Every moment there are many accidents happenings with all,

either the ones on road or the ones in the sky (aircraft), help-

lessly loosing life. Cities like which is situated at the north

side of India and is 11,500 feet above from the sea-level are

also flood-affected according to the basis of geography.

A situation beyond imagination arises when a natural

calamity of heavy rain-fall comes, clouds burst up and in-

stead of drizzling water-drops there is tremendous rain with

non-stop destruction.

People say that this was lesson for all because of China

trying for rain with artificial clouds and if you challenge the

Almighty he gives up back to you. They tried to play with

naturel and punished them. And not only China there are many

other countries also trying to do the same. People are busing

their selves behind the delusory of the world forgetting the

real truth. All lusting for the happiness which does not exist.
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Due to these there are natural changes accruing in every coun-

try and its been said that the world will be famine of water

and people want have a drop of water to drink even. And then

people will turn insane and will have a thirst for blood of

each other.

The western parts of Asia are trapped with warmth

and heat, killing people with its effect. Same situations are

seen in those places also which had a pleasant climate earlier,

who were bathing in the beauty of nature. It’s been predicted

that due to the fury of sun entire solar system will have to

face major changes, which won’t be good for human-beings.

Pollution too is on its peak due to which the normal

air is filled with germs and bacteria spreading foul smell.

Helpless people are compelled to breathe the same to sur-

vive. Pollution has encouraged artificially especially in food,

and forced people to intake medicines for healthy life. Cli-

mate has lost its Excellency of creating natural and delicious

tastes in food, veggies, fruits etc, and in result we are unable

to get the real taste. On the other hand now day foods helping

us survive do force us to visit the hospitals. Till when will

this poisonous game, having dreadful germs and virus float-

ing in it, be on? Earth is being tapped into this and unfortu-

nately humans as well. Come on please lets together find out

a way to save the earth and its human beings as well. To end

evilness we need to adopt goodness and truth and try to find

out a solution to protect our climate, plants, forests, birds,

animals, humans all living creatures of the earth, to live life

happily.

Believe it, if we put in our efforts we can turn this

dream come true. We need to restrict oursel use from involv-

ing in the activities against humans which is breaking our
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chain of unity and we are loosing our rights of living, eating,

drinking etc.

We need to form a non-polluted world which is a part

of world peace. Its necessary to put a break on garbage, smok-

ing chimneys, running traffic explosion materials and atom

bombs etc. We need to stop deforestation and encourage plan-

tation, to give shelter to the birds and animals. We need to

increase the number of forests we have to give birds and ani-

mals a new life. Efforts are made to keep the gutter and river

lets clean. We need to try it more hard. At every places we

need to teach everyone the lesson of saving the earth planet.

Schools, college even people at their houses may know about

this. We need to show all the present situation in a mirror. So

that people living on this earth may get together to save the

earth, their shelter and unitedly work to encourage unity. It’s

very difficult to work or take a step for others welfare, but if

we do it we will be blessed with true happiness, and have a

pleasant climate with loads of natural beauty the world is

longing for.

Beauty of the planet Earth.
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ENDEAVOUR FOR EDUCATION

ON PEACE

From the time when human-beings have been blessed

with the power of thinking and understanding, they have sepa-

rated themselves from other living creatures, and created their

own society. They disliked living in the forest and started liv-

ing in a house made by woods, and hay collected from the

forests. And in this way they invented the village. Later come

agriculture and human-beings started farming and growing

food for themselves, and they also started using animals in

different ways to help themselves, like for farming transport

milk etc. Now human-beings had built a different identy, and

separated themselves from the wild animals category. They

started a family and upbringing of it, making an effort to

change themselves to socialized & civilized ones. It was hap-

pening all over the world, according to the place, climate and

conditions language was also invented to understand each

other.

Besides all these there was evility as well, quarrels,

battles, theft, robbery, killing etc. There were battles to either

Students  love  to  receive

the  thoughts on Peace Education.
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protect their area or to increase their area going on, and later

there arised many other type of troubles as well.

History is been the witness of the troubles of the world

making people enemies of their selves. All countries had the

same problems, and till today we’ve got many more ones

added. We must know the truth of life and generate a good

face of world. To improve the world, education was improved

so that the world may be able to known the truth of living and

life and embrace them. Decades before also there were ef-

forts made to improve our education and society. Till date we

are putting our best efforts world wide. Its true that education

has brought moderation and revolutionary changes in human-

life. Slowly and steadily there were many inventions, miracles

etc by the help of science proving humans intelligence, but

people are still impatient as evilism is all over spreading, nega-

tivity is not ready to end as its the main reason for evilism.

What ones behave like illiterate and foolish ones. Life looks

less, with having no signs of peace & happiness. Anger and

hatred was always strong. Rubbish language always was used

them also and now also, generating huge differences. Thus

unity was breached and war was encouraged. This gave a clear

sign of pieces of human species. Many examples came across

in which small battles turned to world wars. 1914 to 1918

was the first world was and 1939 to 1945 the second world

war, which thrashed the world to pieces. Every country suf-

fered with huge crises and problems of poverty disease, un-

employment, illiteracy, differences among people and terror.

Humans turned to behave like ampires and kill all to drink

blood of all and jumped into the well of evil, denying the

truth of life.

These unforgettable incidents of our history force us

to give a second thought on it, to learn from our mistakes and

change our path towards the protection of our world, human-

ism and prepare a stage for world peace which is too neces-
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sary for us. To bring revolutionary changes and bring human-

ism and the charm of earth back we need to improve our edu-

cation clean and clean like a mirror. If we give a look on our

books today, I don’t find any books of any countries having

the lessons of truth about life. It has only stories about them-

selves, distributed among the students. Growing students have

a negative thoughts and are dreary about their lives. The rea-

son behind it is that highly educated ones also are not posi-

tive about life and this negatively is the biggest weakness

inside them. Because we were not taught about the truth of

life at any place, house, school, or by teaches, due to this its

quality of intelligence in students did not help them and all

came under the same category of illiterate ones. The truth of

life can be known through the medium of peace education, it

helps us in recognizing the charm of world, the reason for our

birth, far death, for diseases hanging on us, the reason for

anger why can we not continue happiness and peace? What

do the starts, sun and moon say us? What does our thought

show us Who gave us the power to speak? Why to our eyes

see do? What was the purpose behind the formation o body

What is the first duty of human-being? Why is there such a

big difference right and wrong? Between truth and false? From

No need anti-peace act
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where does air and water come? What do the clouds and sky

tell us? Why was nature formed? Where is the rain of happi-

ness? From where will we get peace? How can we bring unity

in the world? What reason propagate world wars? On the dia-

gram world we need to give these the face of true answer. So

that good education may produce good people. To this educa-

tion on peace is necessary and needs to be propagated and

involved to the syllabus of schools.

The way we describe and define different subjects

“Peace education” also needs a brief, definition and a brief

description of each & every student. So that all student in this

world may surely have education on peace with all other

subjects. So that a true, fearless and kind human may be born

inside them. The man who wipes others tears, shares others

sorrows and pain and sows the seed of unity, happiness and

peace. The man who’s got the right of being a true human-

being and keeping unity in his society and world, around.

Peace education gives birth this type of human-beings.

Life beings with an impatient cry if a baby just born

does not cry it’s a matter to worry, why he is not crying. This

is the truth of  beginning lie, coming with colours and fea-

tures of human-being to watch the amazing charm of this earth.

But we have some more facts also because the moment the

baby breathes his first breath in the world pain and troubles

come along and from that very moment death starts creeping

towards birth. Here we spread happiness on the cry of baby

congratulating each other for a child coming safe & secure

on the earth to their family. These children grown under the

help and care of their elders, hoping for the child to be good

human when grew up, making his family and country feel

proud of him. With stumbling a small child learns to walk,

and starts adopting the activities of society and use of lan-

guage as he grows up. Then he starts going to school for edu-

cation about new ideologies. This is a general and common
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thing in each family of our world. Parents hope and expect

that their children will score good numbers to be promoted to

the next class. Life keeps moving according to its climaxes

many of expectation meet many of diseases against our ex-

pectation. Children and their family are affected with poverty

and unemployment. Means there are many painful walls

around people disheartening them all and their way of

progress. In spite of all these pains human-beings survive to

live, sitting in their own boat of difficulties trying to move

ahead, in the journey of life, hiding his tears and pain trying

to gain some smiles and happiness in life. Hoping for a better

future.

The lesson of the basic needs in life and the aim of

humanity helps us fighting with the pains in life. We need to

moderate education and add the ideology of peace education

to fill anxiety in life right from class one till the last one, to

bring positive ness and happiness in daily life for human be-

ings. To make them capable of distancing negativity and

create a revolutionary positive ideology through the medium

of education and sprit in our society. So that humans may not

bow at any type of troubles in life and be strong with their

ideology, capable of reforming their life, society and country,

and help the country have a breeze of new thoughts and ide-

ology. And this is possible by peace education only. Thus it

should be a compulsory subject, to all age of students and

classes with the easiest to the toughest one chapters on it. It

will help children learn about the lesson of love, peace and

unity from childhood itself, and be strong. By the help of small

and true incidents we can teach them about the positive

ideology and language of kindness with the help of peace

education we can have children enjoying education and not

taking it as a burden. They may have a good sense of humour

for animals and birds. They may be influenced with the charm

of earth and promise to save it, as a strong desire in life. Small

students may be involved in drawing competitions on world
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peace, on a large scale, through music there can be anxiety

created inside them for love of life. It will help                 chil-

dren in accepting the truth of life and move towards progress.

Its true that the path of truth is not easy at all its a

tough challenge. But to walk on it is the aim of world peace.

We find many students who are upset due to some or the other

subjects and are not able to get education through many rea-

son in life. We need to pull off those reason & from their way

so that children from all away the countries in world may

have the right of their living hood. Good education generates

good human. We find many people upset in their lives due to

no education, no food no shelter. This situation is found at

Asia continent, Africa continent and many developed coun-

tries even have this rain of pain, giving birth to numerous

sins. There is poisen spread on every path of life even food is

not spared, resulting hundreds of countries to suffer. This is

making the peace of world more weak instead of making it

strong. Through the source of peace-education we can solve

all these problems and sow the seed of welfare and unity.

Helping us like a big miracle in the world. People are wan-

dering here and there impatiently far food, water a nice shel-

ter etc through various ways, just to live a good life. Slowly

and steadily we are able to win these condition also.

Umemployment, desease, poverty are nearly on an account

under control. The world is quietly but undoubtedly clapping

for it. Besides these there are some other problems also which

demand a solution i.e. activities against humanism. We need

to change them to the activities of human welfare by brining

a change in our minds. There should be a sweet language

used by people they may focus on unity and welfare. By fo-

cusing on unity and welfare, “World Peace” should be given

the rank of an international language and it should be de-

clared as soon as possible by united State Association with

the acceptance of all countries. Because this language will
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not have any script so that it may be applied with out any

difficulty and objection in all countries with what so ever lan-

guage is being used there may be honored and world peace

may be propagated in their own language by increasing it’s

charm and beauty. So that even by mistake we may not burt

anyone by forcing our own language to it. We can improve

our relationships can encourage world peace through love and

soft words only. The language of world peace depends on

human qualities only, which always wins and is worshiped.

It’s something like air which cannot be seen, like you cannot

court the waves of a sea, you cant imagine the fury of sun etc.

you can only feel it. Two lines I remember and want to share

with everyone,

Peace isn’t something you bug

From a market, or cook,

It’s something you feel in a touch

Or a look?

To keep humanism alive and live for other welfare is

the quality of peace, and that’s why it needs to be reformed

We require peace-related meeting seriously.
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by “World Peace” by grad-

ing it as an international

language. For this we can

fix a day in a year. And this

language may be propa-

gated by the beginning of

education adding it to the

syllabus.

So that we may be able

to build pillars of human

qualities, tearing off the

negatively and artificially

inside us and warning truth

on us and our children.

Sports may be encouraged

as much as possible, this

will encourage humanism internationally and create unity,

world wide with a huge round of applause, forcing insanity to

adopt humanity.

Children will not be burdened with extra and useless

education, instead they must be filled with the charm and truth

of life, so that, children may adopt as much as possible peace

into their lives and be a true human being. Because peace is

the only way to bring in positive thoughts and a lesson to

speak a good language, it spreads smile on us. We must sow

friendship seeds among different countries, show love for birds

and animals, and make paths to protect nature. It’s sad that

even after two destructive world war’s also our people are

denying peace, and innocently sparkling the fire of insanity,

which in future can turn to the third world war. Production of

many fatal weapons is running all over the world. The only

way to save the world is ‘Peace’ , as its the most strong amour

of all. Students will have to be sworn to save life and

enhance the beauty of world. Every one should sow the seed

Change this activity into welfare
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of goodness and provide happiness to all. All countries should

be saved from all types of wars. So that the beauty of world

may keep growing and the world may be free of arm and

weapons & warms Poor, homeless, helpless people may be

enthuse siased with life. Life is like an interesting book the

more you read the more you enjoy it. Kindness and welfare

are true friends of life who help the helpless and shelter the

homeless. It’s like the light of a full moon loved by all we

need to find a new moon of world peace, and have the plea-

sure of its light and enjoy the rain of happiness on earth. This

is the drew of world peace.

To explain peace education briefly we need to know

about the geographical science and situation of all countries

on the map of world, to know exactly about the num of coun-

tries each continent has, type of climate and the natural envi-

ronment they relate to their food and clothing, their way of

living, how do they take care of their farms, forests, and wa-

ter sources. It’s necessary to collect all these information,

about all countries. Some countries have many problems, some

have less. Through the facts of geographical science only  stu-

dents can be related to the reasons of stirs and be able to find

solutions to the problems of not only their own country infact

for others also. Due to what reasons is life scattered? Why

does unity need enhancement in the world? People need to

come forward and pull off the reasons for all kinds of troubles.

As for the aim of peace education we need to live to think, to

work, these lessons needs to be taught to students world wide

is a sweet and clean language. To fill their heart, soul and

mind with humanism, and bring the happiness of world peace

to work as well as strong countries. Most of the countries

have been noticed for the basic needs of life like Euthopia,

Somalia, Sudan, Afghanistan, Nepal,Sri Lanka, Laos,

Combodia Vietnaam, Surinamm, Iraq, Medgawsker, many

other countries of South America and Latin America and con-

tinents of Africa and Asia etc. People ere are dreary with life,
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struggling with problems like hunger, poverty, desease, un-

employment etc Many countries have dreadful desease spread

into their huge population, that’s why they are unable to clints

the ladder of success, and always come on a low rank com-

pared to developed                        countries. But now slowly

but steadily these all countries have started progressing and

its a good sign for human-beings.

I would like to introduce you all with myself through

a small incident. It was first January 2006 we were celebrat-

ing new year with the first day of world peace (tried to be

declared and celebrate along new year. On this occasion all

people had gathered with us to celebrate it. Big, small, teach-

ers, students all of them celebrated and started the new year

with positive thoughts of world peace, and speed our life with

well wishes for all. This fortunate moment was been celebrat-

ing by people and me in our country’s capital New Delhi’s

famous spot ‘India-Gate’. It was evening time, our main aim

was to celebrate the occasion of new year as an international

peace day, because on this day people are happy and filled

Let us have peace army in the world.
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with positive hope for the year coming ahead. We started this

from the year 2006 right there and then duty took permission

of the government of India. And celebrated it by involving

students also, to make them understand that his celebration is

evolved with protection of human, humanism and earth, and

we need to be mentally prepared for it, honest and ready to

save ourselves. To have happiness raining on us by bringing

world peace, this will help us bring major changes and make

the world dance and sing will joy the song of world peace.

World Peace gives a straight forward message of hu-

manism and fills energy is students with the help of peace

education. World peace is a natural charm found every where,

human duty is to understand and adopt it A beautiful mind

generate a beautiful human being, good ideology and language

is the source of success, and a negative mind a way to failure.

Peace education is the medium to turn this failure to success.

The life in our life time is not too long to find success, in-

stead life is too short in front of the treasure and knowledge

of life, and the happiness received by everyone at each place.

Good thoughts show us good paths to replace sadness by hap-

piness on earth. A clean and dear sky has many twinkling

stars which fills numerous human hearts with happiness. These

all happy moments of nature are made for human beings hap-

piness. There are many other examples given by nature so

that humans may learn from them and be a provider of happi-

ness, be honest and simultaneously face the troubles with solo

faith and strong will power. Carrying the bundle of love, life

happiness and ideology we can win humanity be walking down

the path of truth sending a message world wide about the

ideology of truth, but filling anxiety in the world by the me-

dium of sports and games there is a seed sown of unity. All

type of sports encourage peace education and create a bridge

for world peace. All games give a message of one and only

world peace. Games like Olympic games, Common Wealth
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Games, Asiad Games, European games, World up football

match, world cup hockey match, World cup Cricket match,

etc all give the same message and shower love and affection

for all countries is very helpful and carries us to the destina-

tion of success. Its been said and believed that sports fills up

students with the joy of loving life and hope to secure a good

future to live long and help finding solutions to each and ev-

ery problem of life. World and life is being identified by the

welfare done by them. So why do we not initiate the same

ideology to each and

every school so that

all students may be

able to get social jus-

tice and human pro-

tection. Its a It’s like

a melodious music

which generate great

soothing sense of

humor. And makes

people rock in ec-

stasy. To be happy is

a right for each crea-

ture on the earth, just

like each bird has the right to fly in the open sky, animals and

humans both have the right to live under the open sky, ac-

cording to their  own style. We should not forget that we are

the most beautiful creature on the surface of earth who have

the power of vision of feeling, speaking and understanding

and the power of enjoying each and every moment. Humans

are the only ones who are gifted with this power. World peace

has the best qualities in it about goodness and truth. To wake-

up children and make them revolutionary for more and more

goodness to be looked which will be called a first full educa-

tion of peace. Come lets imagine a new world and a new man

who has got the aim of world peace.

Hi Mr. Hitler
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NO WAR NEVER WAR COMPROMISATION

Insanity has always been there in different ways. Due

to enmity, hatred, jealousy and selfishness human beings have

always been opposing each others. This is the history of all

the countries small fights to the major stirs among countries

due to enmity and jealousy and till today these are been there,

pager of history have gat them in detail. Due to the growing

enmity crores of innocent people are victimized. And its a

routine till date. Life is like a carpet of troubles, we are busy

increasing these troubles instead of finishing them. This is a

sour truth of our earth which has screams of insanity an life.

There are tears dropping like rain drops. History is the wit-

ness of all, showing the troubles of life and the mirror of in-

sanity hides the truth of life and teaches us to walk on the

path of lie, running its natural beauty and turns it to an ugly

face. Shows injustice towards animals and birds. This insan-

ity is spreaded all over the world like air and killing people

without any reason and unemployment, deseases have made

its roots all over as well. Because human beings declared the

enmity against humanism and its heard today also. Wells of

death were digged everywhere to turn earth to a wild forest.
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Smile is snatched away from children’s faces & the game of

the power of enmity was played. There were huge difference

between different religions of people. Life us tangled in the

net of troubles, good dreams had stopped coming. There was

a huge difference seen between rich and poor, evility was

growing instead of goodness. Stars, moon, sun all were and

still are embarrassed all worried with the insanity going on

the earth. Almighty God who created us with so much of

beauty, had never though that these will start tyrannizing each

other, and rivers tears will be flowing in life. The world’s

map was turned red with human blood. Slowly the world start

ed seeing the mirror of truth and understand the definition of

life a little bit. Science opened the eyes of people by its facts.

Negativity started disappearing & smile spreading in the

entire world, people started to work for a better life line. In

the other land the pillar of truth started getting strong. Clouds

in the sky were singing the song of truth, so that humans may

smile and be honest among tem and try to live happily. Small

fights had reaped like a farm of negativity, And them in

between them if anybody tried to do human welfare or tried

to awake and aware them by his good ideology ten he was

denied and his ideology was hanged. Just like Jesus Christ

who came here with a different face of human to save

humans and enhance human culture, but was hanged for the

welfare he did and he had to give his life for others. But

nobody could kill his ideology and the third day his ideology

opened peoples eyes, evil started disappearing and humanity

started spreading. This is the biggest example in history when

man prepared a way for goodness on the earth then the devil

destroyed his way and evility made home here and the young

children started walking on it and there was  negativity in the

society of each place. It creates a stormy wave which destroys

the truth of life. Evil grows inside everyone and peace is de-

stroyed unpeace atmosphere is prepare. Life is like a wave of

river which is loved by all and its sweetness feeds the thirst
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When First Atom Bomb droped Japan’s

Annihilation 1945 A.D.
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of people. It is praised for its cleanrity that shall bring peace

and unity along with goodness and distancing badness, help-

ing to shower happiness like flowers an people. Peace educa-

tion sings about the beauty of life and awakes people to know

and realize the beauty of earth. This is the truth of all coun-

tries flowing like free air giving its message to people and

filling the realization of the goodness of life and help remain

for ever. This is the aim of life of world peace being alive in

them like a medium of inspiration to live. History slowly kept

moving ahead and the world kept dividing on the basis of

religion and language, people spreaded in all the great conti-

nents against dangers. Humanity was sold in the market of

insanity and differences started dividing the earth. The game

of who can win whom? Was on a speed. Kindness was lost

somewhere and love was replaced by  hatred. This was a fast

act an each corner of earth like a  routine of storms. Rivers

had waves rising of ugliness of  humanity creating fights and

quarrels increasing rapidly. Cries were changed to screens.

And the lake of troubles started spreading towards each cor-

ner of the world. Everyone wanted to increase this area. The

group of people who believed in insanity kept preparing their

forces and power to take possession on another countries.

This was a routine in all continents whether it was the coun-

tries in Latin America and continents of North South America

and continents of Europe and Africa were divided among

themselves. Continents of Asia and  Australia were also hav-

ing this routine and it created a  pathetic war ahead citizen of

earth planet had forget truth are were behind the lie. Killing

one another to feel the happiness of life. In a straight mean-

ing it was humanity turned into  insanity. Quarrels had taken

a major act at the neighboring countries. Identity of people

was to torch ours the maximum to others. Decades turned to

centuries and sorrow kept  growing. Arms and weapons were

made on a big quantity with bombs and exploitary substances,

creating new sources to war. World was divided into two pow-
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erful parts. The one who had the more weapons and forces

kept fearing and posessioning the weak ones easily. Due to

these there was a major stir in the countries with huge differ-

ences seen among them. Time kept running and 20th century

came & the history was its witness about negative thoughts

and battle among people. When there was 1st world war inked

on the map of India in the year 1914-1918. This world war

brought terrified results, lakhs of people lost their lives with-

out any reason and lakhs of them became homeless, count-

less people were injured .This became the history of insanity

which was beyond imagination and dream. Everyone there

were wells of death. People longing far food, clothes & shel-

ter were shedding non-stop tears forced to walk on the carpet

of thus in war. All countries had battles among them. Despite

all this there was a clash between the countries various &

strange incidents were still seen & time slipped ahead slowly.

Due to the incidents, struggles fights, life looked like black

clouds. This unknown darkness was pourving like dense

clouds. Other that all these the series of making new arms

Need to prevent our planet Earth from 3rd World War
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and communition was going on because, due to this war mu-

tual differences had grown to a great extent, aggression for

one another had developed. Those countries of the world that

were more in umbers were raising the protests of their re-

spective countries. In some or the other corner of world with

the declining day, the smoke of the ammunitions were furning

contiously. During this time may countries were struggling

among themselves and this struggle turned out to be a war.

All the countries were the enemies of each other. Because

this world was not aware that due to war there is a great loss

for the earth and humanity and we have to face poverty ill-

ness, illiteracy, back ward ness and non development. The

network o these problems has covered every corner of the

world even today. Man is wondering in search of the truth of

life. Even after the first world war thousands of people were

begging for their lives and darkness of their future had cov-

ered their eyes. Without no reason animals and birds perished

into the arms of death in this war. Natural beauty was de-

structed. If any country was to be asked that how much satis-

faction did it receive from this war, the answer will be only

expressing deep sorrow and nothing else. Because arms and

ammunition are being made only to destroy humans, not to

protect the lives of humans. Even after acquiring knowledge,

we couldn’t learn anything. The thoughts of mutual struggles

went on increasing and gradually the ammunitions that sowed

only destruction were also geing created. All the large coun-

tries were proud of their power. In this way the doors for wars

were opened. The attack by navy and air force in different

countries resulted in second world war. This second world

war that started in 1939 created a fear for all the continents.

The clouds of this dangerous smoke spread far. Ordinary man

started running better skileter, being homeless to save the life

of their families as well as own lives. The flames of its fire

was affecting everyone. Months and years were passing by

and the clouds of war were busy in playing their own game
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human life was totally eclipsed. Days and nights shed tears.

The pitiful sigh and cries of man and children were all sur-

rounding by the war in countless numbers. The whole world

war in the rap of sparks of the fire of war. Peace, sleep, happi-

ness were snatched from life. Man was pined by hunger and

thirst, begging for breathes of life. The sounds of bullets and

bombs were drumming at all places. Scared people were shat-

tered here and there for life, trying his best to protect him and

family. But the war was unlimited including the cannons and

fighter ships the war created a enactment against humanity.

The war enlarged in the year 1942-43 because there were many

countries standing in the war filed against each other. The

forces were moving ahead with the flag of anti humanity. The

greatest fear was created in Europe and Asia. All the coun-

tries were after the blood of one another. They were not see-

ing any other thing than destruction. Lacs of women and chil-

dren had lost their lives, people were injured in big numbers.

The same story was there in each house. No one knew what

would happen next. Nothing was visible except the fear of

Serious consideration over peace subject
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death. The weak and poor countries had to suffer the most. In

due of course a very powerful and destructive atom bomb

was dropped an Japan by America. In the year 1943 on 06th

and 9th August 2 main cities of Japan, Hiroshima and Nagasaki

were totally destroyed by the atom bombs. Thousands of

people perished in the valley of death. A very pathetic scene

of countries families injured and crying for their basic needs

was see. This scene was mesmiersed for ever for the whole

world among wither7 biggest incidents marked in history till

now Because these incidents showed people the destructive

image of atom bombs. Due to this, till today those atom bomb

affected parts in Japan are unable to produce any plants, trees

or ever grass. And far the prevention of all this people gather

from all parts of the world every year, for some preventive

measures so that this kind of destruction in the atmosphere

may not affect any part of the world any more. We have learnt

so much from these wars, regarding the welfare of humanity.

Despite all this we are preparing for the third and last world

war. The last two world wars have taught us such a deep sor-

rowful and bad experienced lesson that wars only shatter ev-

erything and that they are the biggest enemy of world peace.

Still god known why and due to who’s fear all the countries

are spending so much to improve their army and air force.

Denying the truth and going against the human welfare what

are they waiting to improve. They are trying to create the best

dangerous weapons. If any countries were questioned about

peace, then of course the leaders and the citizens of that coun-

try wish far peace. Only after stepping ahead on the path of

peace this world can be like heaven. For the progress & pro-

tection of citizen each and every country of the world has to

accept and cooperate completely with world peace. This is

the one and only safety band that can protect this world from

quid and tend then to move towards goodness. Wherever wars

have developed only differences are see. Instead of man pro-

gressing he is forcibly turned towards poverty, unemployment
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& illness. In this situation which country can emerge as a

winner and who can be blessed. Whether it be the small fights

in the family a big wars between nations, no one was attained

peace except for sorrow, apologies we have got nothing. Love

is now only a word. When we are going on damping and

burying all goodness then how can we hear the voice of truth.

The citizen of the countries of this world are contiously

worried about very serious topics. If we try to think and

understand about the major reasons of this problem we find

out that there is no peace any where in the map of this world.

These dark shadows can be forced to vanish forever only by

adorning the beds of peace and constructing paths for human

welfare. What ever this work is in progress, it is with the help

of education to relieve people from stress problems and

sorrows. New hospitals are being constructed, new medicines

are being discovered for the cure of dangerous diseases food

clothing & shelter are being provided to all. The production

of craps in farm is enhanced so that all get proper food and

feed relieved. New techniques are invented to provide all the

facilities to all, Thousands of new ways are beign created for

More agriculture production may vanish our hungry.
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the unity of nation. The mutual relation are made stronger so

that every man can  live in peace. This encouraging steps

have made a great difference in the progress in nearly all reli-

gions that is very essential. But on the other hand we are spend-

ing much dollars blindly for the manufacture of new and dan-

gerous weapon which living being do we want to scare and

which country is such a big enemy of ours that we are want-

ing to beat if to finish it completely and receive a trophy for

this. We are inventing so much money in the market of weap-

ons to buy death of mankind. What kind of justice is this

where most of the population wants a bow of food to live in

peace and we are farcing then into the fire place of weapons

by taking away their right of living. Millions of dollars are

spent everyday.

Making children unhappy and poaring the poor coun-

tries, there weapons are being sold to them because this is an

age. Where there is no peace without reason. The mental stat-

ure of these countries are decreases to such an extent that

these poor countries – instead of progressing on the right path

Kindly consider to keep smile at everyone’s face
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they are getting used to do destruction & avid things. The

government’s here also are so scared that forgetting all the

manufacturing of better weapons, atom bombs, gun power

fighter ship etc. If the public questions them that from whom

will these weapons save us, they wont have any answer to

give. This is the truth of the world. The poorest countries are

also so busy in making a great collection of the weapon. They

also wish that they too had atom bomb’s what kind of strange

thinking is this? Doing injustice to themselves, these rich and

poor countries are encouraging the danger of war in world.

Imagine if the third world war starts due to any reasons then

which country will be the winner and which will be the loser,

million and million of people will receive only injustice, in-

stead of justice. This is the truth of the world of earth. Ignor-

ing and not adopting the truth in which search we are so busy.

All the countries talk about world peace but by mistake on

knowingly they are lighting only the candles of dread full-

ness. This is the biggest mistake against humanity. On side

wiping their tears and other side running their happiness and

creating an ocean of sparrows and problems. Which type of

worlds rule is this? Let happiness prosper in the lives of all

,and all human of this world have their right of living go on

spreading love because sorrows have been powering without

letting us know. Unknown diseases are emerging and the se-

ries of problems and pain will go on in this world. The

answer of all this is that we follow the path of peace & create

new paths so tat we can come to know about the truth for

which we have to ignore the negative mistakes and sow the

seeds of unity and brotherhood. This will be the victory of

peace. Its a natural truth that God has created this beautiful

world and its valleys. God blessed man all the creatures so

that they may enjoy life on the earth. The gifted human with

beautiful thoughts. He created the universe in such a way that

it is overall decorated  with beauty and wonderful things from

the depth of earth till the heights of the sky. He gave all types

of pleasures and convenience to the earth and the sky and
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human beings a life time near about 100 years or bit less to

live a good life, help others save and help earth in its progress

and then get back to the same world from which he had come

by the grace of God. But he was not knowing fact the human

beings he created will ruin the beauty, colour and structure

loose their relation of love in life and will create new dan-

gers. And this truly come out when they picked swords in

their hand & became thirsty for human blood, creating new

bombs and explosion materials. Stole the beauty of earth. Due

to its all insanity lakhs of people, children, small ones, big

ones, ladies were hanged to death without any fault. Because

people who were attacking had turned wild. Kindness had

died somewhere. People were ready to kill other day & night.

People were playing the game of showing their strength and

troubling others and enjoyed it. Same situation was taking

place with the countries, the weaker ones were being the tar-

geting of stronger ones. Small fights and quart had turned to

big bloodily wars, because at every six out of ten people had

a negative thinking with them. There were storm against hu-

manity and its still heard loud from all carness of the world

welfare is today also ganged by the devoid, means bad is win-

ning on good. And this is paid by crores of innocent people.

There are thousands of go dower filled with atom bombs and

dreadful explosion material in all countries. Out of these if

even one is used

against any country

that also by mistake

then it will bring fa-

tal result to the citi-

zen, plants and trees,

animals and birds

etc. What is this hap-

pened by humans?

Humans mind have

got avid and are

ready to snatch food,How long we have to run for peace.
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shelter and clothes of others and then kill them. Everyday

they are finding new ways of insanity. What justiced in this?

People call them intelligent but is this humanity? One who

hurts others and himself. It’s getting too difficult to save our-

selves from its danger it bombs and explosion materials are

not stopped making. Poverty, unemployment, illness etc of

the world cannot be removed only by discussing it. To keep

the beauty of world last for ever and for the welfare of human

being all countries from the world needs to work ahead on it

united as soon as possible, and create the stage for world peace.

Because this is the only way which can help all the countries

in getting justice & live life happily. This truth needs to be

accepted by the world and be compromised with their sug-

gestion and understandings. So that we may be directly saved

from all of the dangers ahead most importantly by the third

world war. To turn this dream into true its necessary that all

those countries who are registered under U.N.O. or are certi-

fied by U.N.O. need to submit a compramisation of a written

mode under the banner of U.N.O. Due to which they may not

have any danger from their countries among them. This com-

promise will be of NO WAR NEVER WAR. In the assembly

of U.N.O. which is held in Sep every year all the countries

head come with their own suggestion for world peace. In this

meeting 193 countries getter up. If all the countries give an

acceptance on this compromise of NO WAR NEVER WAR

under the leadership of U.N.O. then no country will have the

fear of attack and the world will be free of war and danger,

arms weapons and exploitary materials also. There wont be

any need of bombs and missiles to be made. Due to the help

of these compromise only the world will be able to develop

and get justice. Then only we can see the glimpse of world

peace on the earth because be this we will be able to save the

money blindly spend on the creations of arms and weapons

and utilize the money on the development and welfare of hu-

man-beings and build ways for unity in world. We will be

able to break the walls of pain and sorrow & be in the arms of
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happiness, and this will be called the real truth for people and

true welfare for then, a dream coming true of the innocent

people. Under this agreement all the countries need to submit

a promising letter assuring that they would never war, or with

certain condition come to a decision of no war never war.

With the help of this compromise the dream of world peace

will come true if the wars will be stopped for ever. Anyhow

people may be put on a way of progress by assuring to save

the charm of earth and protect it. So that no country may be

poor & all may be singing happily with the pleasure of the

welfare & continence provided to them. This welfare is the

only thing which helps in life, to others as well us. The com-

promise can help us make the entire world free of arms &

weapons and of course war free also. And in a straight for-

ward way we will at least be able to stop the third world war

& destroy all these dangerous arms & weapons all the coun-

tries have & help people get their happiness back in life. There

are crores of people who’ve been fighting for life in their

lives, living in a house of problems which is terrifying them.

Because if deeply found its seen that these ones are the vic-

tims who lost their shelter, food, clothes and now are on a

pint to be killed. Everyday there are million of dollars spew

on manufacturing new arms & weapons and their is a war

with humans directly an indirectly. What justice is this? And

who welfare do we talk about? What stages do we want for

world peace. All countries are requested to not only gather up

to talk infact try hard to turn their challenges true, & this will

only bring the awakeness of work peace which will sing the

song of welfare in all countries, and peace revolution will

take birth & help this major compromise being new colours

of joy for people.

North Korea has recently challenged world peace by

manufacturing the atom bombs & creating danger over the

world. The battle is going on between Izitans & Phylitions.

Iran is also sending signals of manufacturing bombs by him

& Iraq is crying in front of the world to regain its identy. All
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Every nation must have cordial relations

with neighborhood.
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the countries of Arab can unite & fight, far oil or water any-

thing. Countries of Africa are fighting poverty and requesting

for justice with unemployment hanging on their shoulder save

situation is worsening South Asia. East Asia is destroyed due

to the natural calamities happening there .The same type of

burdens with a negativity against humanity is seen in the coun-

tries of Europe and Latin America. North America and Aus-

tralia continents are also victims of these burden terrorism is

also challenging all countries like wars. I think and according

to me if we seriously discuss an this compromises it will bring

a new face and form to the hopes of humans & will also do

justice with the happiness of people. It will end up, terrorism,

which is powerful due to the arms & weapons continuously

destroying our earth from somewhere or other. This compro-

mise will bring possibility in the whole world for peace and

development. All the money wasted in the making of arms

and weapons will be utilized in human welfare which is re-

quired by all living creatures of our world & then only per-

haps the creatures of the world & the God will be happy. Do

not leave it like a dream please put your efforts in making it

true in the whole world & bring the true glimpse of “World

Peace” which nobody can kill.

How much happy we would be
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HOME OF DISEASE

A population of more than five billion are surviving

on the earth with some happiness loads of sadness holding a

hope of a better life to come. This vastly expanded earth is

spread farther miles and miles with different features of crea-

tures. Among these are human beings living & wandering

with a bund abundant of pains, just to live a short, life time

like 100 are 0 or dies too early. More than half of the popula-

tion is affected with dangerous desease for which science is

inventing every day new solution to fight them, but still the

dangerous deseases are raising their head and pushing people

towards pain and sorrow and drowning them in their own

tears. Half of the world is perturbed with the failing afforts of

living happing and dying. With that dream. This face of truth

can being seen on the map of whole world. Long ques of

patients in about 150 or more countries have numerous people

afflicted with dreadful deseases which could not have been

imagined by anyone anywhere world wide there are new and

latest build hospitals with advanced technologies still there

are afflicted ones fighting back to live life with a ray of hope.

That somewhere an other there must be a medicine for their

perturbance, which will remove the ugliness of their life, and

they will get rid off these dreadful deseases. World wide highly

experienced and qualified doctors are busy researching for

new medicines and vaccinations to were these afflicted people

and provide them a pain free breath. Labs and research cen-

tres are busy researching new solutions. Lakhs of infants die

during their birth only. And lakh are not able to swing with

joy in their childhood, longing for food, sip of milk under the

roof of illiteracy wjtb poverty forced then to survived fight

for their.
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According to the statistics of the world a large

number of these type of children are found at Africa and Asia

continents. People were dying due to malaria are in a large

scale. In the past few years diabetes has touched all corners

of world. In every second or third house we’ve got diabetic

patients, which has no medicines in the whole world.

According to the stastis of hospitals apart from these there

are many emergency cases coming in a large number and most

of these are accidental cases. There are victims of road acci-

dent, railway accident, fire victing, flood victims, heavy rain

afflicted victims, victims of excess of heat, excess of cold, or

victims, victims of excess of heat, excess of cold, or victims,

of natural calamities, various types of victims all perturbed

with pain and problem. This is the scenario of afflicted and

crying people of our world. And this is a truth known to all

countries. And all give them a hope in living life because of it

being a human right. But the truth is a lot different from this.

The Governments of all countries has been snatching from

World should not be disabled
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their people money or we can say that instead of providing

them happiness and convenience they are increasing their pain

& trouble. Because every year all the governments make a

big budget for this purpose. Due to which common man is

facing many dreadful results & these people are not been pro-

vided the rights of living, children are loosing their child-

hood forcibly to bear the entire pain given. All these is kept

unseen by the governments & they are busy blindly making

explosion materials and bombs with the half of other coun-

tries.

So much of money is wasted on these non-useful

things which is not at all required by common people or their

country. Every human being small or big, afflicted with some

on the other things are sitting with a hope of getting better

depending on their government. On the hand we are on a race

of giving then relief from the deseases & the other wide snatch-

ing food from their mouth forcing them to cry. This is the

screaming truth of our world. Although there is no danger

from any country to any another country. Leaving small stray

occurrences. Because only those countries are ready to attack

who have got plenty of arms & weapons, or those who want

to terrify others & wants to use its power negatively. All coun-

tries should free themselves with these troubles & change the

world to a good place. Should shower love and unity like a

dream come true. I pray for all of us, to get rid off all these

deseases & may be world get justice by our help. But still

we’re trapped in the net of loalishness & selfishness building

a pillar of selfish.

What justice is this against human being? What kind

of greatness is this? If we are thinking about world peace

then all the countries need move forward only for a human

welfare and focus on human protection. We need to fight
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against the deseases, wars, poverty, unemployment etc. This

will be the biggest justice on the stage of earth. Only due to it

human – beings can get true love. When countries won’t have

burdens like poverty unemployment, deseases or the power

to fight these back, we can hoist the flag of world peace defi-

nitely. Leaving negativity behind holding positively through

the medium of peace education life will sail like a free boat

on a clean & clear earth. All the solution to all the problems

should be discussed through this only So that, we may suc-

cess in saving our load & justifying human-beings. And this

justification will be fruitful with all animals, birds, natural

climate and balance between them.

“A small step towards

peace is a big

step towards world

peace”

“Peace is not an option

but a necessity of

the World”
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PEACE JOURNEY

Sitting back at home I was trying to kill time and was

unable to do so. I was resells due to two unsuccessful opera-

tion & not only that after I had great fall suddenly which broke

my bone the one which joins both the legs & again the only

way out was an operation. The doctor had to used three small

rods to help my hone joint & the ration did not success. Again

I had to undergo another operation just to improve the earlier

but again the same happened. This time doctors did not tell

me anything about the result & kept me there for two months

and then discharged me with a lie that the pain will take time

to go off. This that time our can comfort yourself with the

help of a wheel chair. With this situation a become a victim

of the disease named Badsol due to being admitted in the

hospital for such a long time. Now this disease took three

months to cure a nights due to not having sleep and shortage

of more worsened the situation. This is about the year 1997.

Then my heart said about world peace, which. I used to

imagine in my childhood. To spread this forward I started

writing poems in region my thoughts of world peace being

inside four walls. And took the help of posts by sending this

message to people sitting at home for along from me. Slowly

& steadily I started getting praising letters and my confidence

started boosting. My condition also started improving with

time. Mostly after my 3rd operation in which those 3 rods were

removed out. Although I had to still use a wheel-chair, but I

started finding help for myself & later on helped in my house

holds also. Although I was helped by many people and even

today I am being helped by people and the result is that I have

crossed a long distance on spreading world peace. By this

time I was buy all the time thinking on and about world peace.

This is been like a great time for me. If you do not loose faith

and keep leading without caring about other the success meets

you on the way. Same thing happened to me. Time kept chang-
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ing and mind kept brining new thoughts for the peace path. I

started requesting teachers & professors to give them and stu-

dents the lesson of peace. I went to the for most places also.

My organization named world wide peace organization a unit

of Sagar Parihaar is registered with Delhi government. Was

founded at the year 2000. this was a formality which I had to

do because being a servant of government I had to face many

types of difficulties. Although I got many people connected

to me through this organization who helped me call the way

to proceed further. But due to the shortage of money these

people could not proceed further with me. And because this

is the aim of my life and it had brought peace in my life well

and I was feeling much better than earlier. So in spite of be-

ing interrupted with so many problems, shortage of money

etc. I did not loose hope I kept this aim alive and working on

it. I took loan from the bank & spent lakhs on the welfare of

this good message & to send it to for places also. Mostly I

have given this message among numerous students, in and

out of our country as will. Students and teachers also have

co-operated with me heart & soul. Because I teach them les-

sons which fills anxiety in life. It help in building up a good

future & a good human being in a simple straight way.

This education brings entertainment and some thing

new in them & all of the student have promised me that they

will give others the message of truth and happiness in their

society, country and their part of world. They will protect the

planet, earth & keep its charm alive & protect humanism &

human beings. So that we can make a beautiful land which

has no arms, weapons, no wars and battles. And this is pos-

sible with world peace. To keep this aim proceeding slowly

and steadily I started connecting with not only the schools of

Delhi, infact the society also. In this way fortunately I got the

chance to got outside Delhi also. In this way I kept going on

caring the flag of welfare I did not loose hope & did not let
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these difficulties affect me. Without any fear & with the help

of others I am able to open new doors in the world for world

peace. Sometimes by rail sometimes by air I kept traveling

and earning experience and succeeded in completing a long

distance towards my destination and shortening it to reach.

Because those people of society who wanted world peace

started matching steps with me. Mainly student and teachers

started helping, me all of them the ones from primary school,

high school even colleges gave a huge round of applauds to

bring in world peace & to spread it in their life entirely co

operated with me. The biggest thing was that people from all

classes agreed for world peace and started co-operating by

filling the Performa and kept adding their name in the list of

the messenger of world peace. This was an effort to encour-

age world peace because its like an earth which can be com-

pleted together. They only we will be to build paths of virture.

In this way we can bring a revolution of world peace. In all

schools and colleges students promise us that they will bring

healthy changes in their life as well as they will protect their

Low intensity of  population ever provide much happiness.
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society & country and be a good student & a good citizen

which is possible only by taking the path of peace. We always

take a promise from everyone that we will join world peace

with grading it as our international language & bring new

changes. This new change will change entire human mental-

ity & force everyone to discus on this new direction. So the

grade of international al language should be given to “peace

language in a form of present & be encouraged to celebrate it

on 1st of Jan every ear and this day should be declared as a

world peace occasion, so that all countries may celebrate 1st

Jan happily, to welcome the new year and be increases by

more jog & happiness. This international language “Peace”

may bring revolution at our country and others. The changes

of months in climate brings beauty to our earth and helps us

to forget the problems & pain of our lives, developing good-

ness inside us. This language won’t have it own script. Be-

cause there are various language at various places so at all

those we will respect thy language and transform the language

of peace to that. Because every creature of world is on the

way to find peace. Getting tired from the pains of life they

want to have a ride of jog. This language will make people

strong & sober enough and will give these people decision

for new life. Because a revolution of thoughts can bring wel-

fare to all countries. I believe so & would like the world to

help me my dream come true in a manner of then duty. This

aim has been accepted by lakhs of children of our country &

abroad. So why not we request United nation to complete

this aim by declaring 1st Jan as a day of world peace also, or

do provide some other day as are international peace day &

declare international peace as an international language. We’ve

got the help to move on our efforts from many states of India

like, Kashmir, Assam, Gujrat, Rajasthan, Haryana, Uttar

Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, Orrisa, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya

Pradesh, Maharastra, Goa, Mizoram, Nagaland etc.
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Whenever I have kept my proposal in front of student

of these states, everyone accepted it and promised firmly to

encourage it. I had an opportunity of going to education cen-

tre of teachers also & was able to keep my ideology in front

of them many a time. These small proofs together will be the

bound of world peace which can’t be united by anyone. Come

lets enhance the beauty of it. So that the whole world may

start thinking on & about ‘world peace’ as this is the only

armour which can save the world from each problem & till

humans with joy. Peace will generate ways to join countries

among each other which will directly help people in protect-

ing them. Save us from the war ahead and stronger unity. I

recently gave this message to the students and teachers of

seven school of Ratlan in Madhya Pradesh during my tour so

why do we not keep this truth alive and leave the lie behind.

Light the candles of world peace everywhere & finish illit-

eracy. Its our duty & I thoroughly believe in this that we all

shout join this journey & race towards a new future. Where

peace has been declared. All the goodness of world may unite

& come together on a source of it on a same stage to climb

the ladder of success with peace.

- WORLD PEACE LIVE LONG!
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THE PILLAR OF WORLD PEACE

Everywhere we can see the wind of stir. Its same like

the rain drops falling & spreading in to water, humans are

also busy parling away with the drama of world & their prob-

lems. But its necessary to unit them so that the distance coun-

tries of world may be lied in a string of unity talking about

peace & unity. Human progress needs them to walk with a

same ideology. How much time more will be wasted on learn-

ing the truth of life. How time will we take in enhancing the

beauty of nature. Situation are getting opposite to us. This air

is whispering in our ears the message of world peace, to be

seen a loud, to save the earth, human and to give them a safe,

secure & new life with its help Ambassadors of all countries

may gather & unitedly forces on people and unity & make it

loud so that people may listen it & get their plant of life grow

with beauty & affection. And may the plant of love & affec-

tion grow, may jealousy & enmity vanish for even & world

peace may be propagated in all parts of our country. May the

darkness in everyone’s life turn to rays of hope of a pain free

world. To provide strong ness to these we all need to build a

pillar of world peace in our countries. And give it a true from.

This pillar may have many types of rooms. The children may

be called upon from world wide & be promised special edu-

cation & not only this we need to join teachers & parents also

in this chain. So that the incense of the garland of life may

provide happiness to all. To full fill this aim we need all those

senior officers and leader of the world to be a part in this

peace pillar & everyone there may be a part of the assembly

prayer held for world peace. There will be a solution soughed

for all types of problems and troubles. This pillar will invite

everyone just like a temple of world peace which will help
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people to come over this pain. There people will be not only

entertained, infect, taught the lessons to remove their sorrows

& will be encouraged & taught to move forward in life. And

to bundle up the happiness of life & keep smiling in life. On

this way while waling we will be able to enjoy the incense of

all flowers of world. And we can notice peace flags waving

everyone. This pillar will help us completely to build up love,

unity, sympathy in world. Which can be called the ministry of

world peace. Because until we come with a revolution of good

thoughts how will peace regulation be brought. Only aware-

ness can change hatred to love inside a human. This will be

able to end the danger a terrorism also. Because negativity

ends up bringing in positively. This positively will make the

base of our dream come true of victory on fighting our prob-

lems, being honesty and bringing world peace.
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LAUGHING & PLAYING WORLD

East, west, north and south the world spread in all

direction lighting day & nights rising sun and hiding moon

all these plays are seen from decades & will carry on the many

other decades. The planet earth has braced all its various crea-

tures of various faces. Colour & structures living on, it. The

beautiful planet, the earth has kept giving  everyone all their

needs of life. No part of earth is useless or hurt anybody. In

this procedure is being provided justice with humans as well.

Its like, when a birth takes place of a human or an animal bird

anything, their mother feels proud starts caring & nursing them

to grow safe. Mother secrifies herself for the sake of her child.

In the same way the earth feels proud of its creatures & is

always eager to sacrifice herself in this procedure & feels all

living creatures are its children of various types. The earth

has only a small hope from its human creatures that is they

may be real human-beings with humanism & may be able to

take care of not only their selves as well as their social a &

country also. The moon shines different on different days. Its

such an amazing game of sun and moon which are so far

from us but still take full care of earth. Darker nights are

twinkled with twinkling stars & this is a message for people

to be happy in their tough times. Because humans get life

only once and if you spread it crying on the moments of pain

& sorrow then this is not fair. It’s like a sin. Because human

beings should distribute their happiness & love instead of

being narrow and negative. This why we are loaded with pain

& sorrow. Then why are we ding to live a non existing life, in

aware from the truth. Do these moments not snatch our smiles

& happiness left in life? Life is given not only for our own

selves in fact for the welfare of others also. And this ideology

is known as love and is accepted by the world also. Until &

unless we unfold ourselves with other we wont be able to

enjoy the true lust  of life & provide others the same courage
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& succeed we can fill our selves with the ideology of world

peace in this way for ever & ever, can run towards all direc-

tions with a new thought, new colour.

This will bring changes all over the world including

our family. Only we need to be firm in our ideology, to con-

tribute our life on the same thought & deed. I’ve been luckey

to get many oppurtunities from many years to share the

benefits & qualities of world peace with many students. Till

date including my journeys abroad I’hve  been lucky to meet

more than lakhs of students. Many of famous & big people &

propagated peace education among them & been able to solve

my ideology with them. All of these have assured me of spread-

ing world peace by themselves & promised me of saving the

earth to their bit & make the wall of world peace stronger so

that nobody may be able to shake it. This only will be our

honesty & true duty of life. These students have me that they

will save earth by washing off its ugliness so that our earth

may be free of arms and weapons. No third war will be there.

Only love unity & happiness everywhere. This is the most

beautiful dream of them, who have been able to understand

of the ideology of world peace. Students parents, society,

small, big, rich poor, everyone even the passengers who have

met me & got my point. Its clear that life human & earth can

get justice through it only against all problem & troubles of

them like an armor. Happiness of life reside between the walls

of world peace, we used to bring them to our lives. Countries

near of for can bound up only through world peace a strong &

long desire way for unity & love for the whole world. Even if

this path ma be filled with difficulties. Being weays under the

seven, or on earth. This our duty to find this way for a bundle

of happiness to provide each problem and person a drop of it

to re assure their pain. A hope of new life on the name of god.

Like the smile of a child which removes all signs of pain

from the on lookers for a while.
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World peace would also do the save thing to the on-

lookers of it by imagining it. Being a human & keeping hu-

manity alive can being justice to one & all. And this victory

will bring a smile on every face & through this we will be

able to over come all our problems & Bring in the colours of

happiness as a victory of world peace & bring a relief to all

whether its Africa a lace of many problems our South Asia is

victim of poverty. A wave of happiness will refresh them

under he roof of world peace cent percent. Its an effort to tern

them dream true hopefully in a form of world peace.

Games

pro-

mote

peace

every

time
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WORLD PEACE REVOLUTION

The first world war from 1914 to 1918 wroth the word

and destruction on the map of the world. Lakhs of lives were

thrown in the will of fire, lakhs were homeless, perturbed to

rebuilt their shelters. Thousands of people injured and their

families in an effort to bring in happiness, and live assured

that no more wars would take place. But infact there were

quarrels and fights in all coroners of the world for their rights.

Some were fighting for freedom same cannoning for posses-

sion on other. Means if u see deeply only difference were

raising. The entire atmosphere was full of sparks of evil, an

un-calm world. The sky had the thunder of the hatred in the

heart of people on earth. There was no happiness in life. Lakhs

of crying and screaming children un-aware of everything, &

their rights of happiness was snatched by the world all over

the world in all those countries who were battling among them-

selves. If anybody could question them for whose right were

they battling for? For which type of happiness? I don’t think

tere could be any answer with anyone, except only to hide

their own defects and faults & to input them on other. To

increase the area of their countries strong countries were chas-

ing others countries strong countries were chasing other with

the help of their forces and weapons.

War was on a speeded race on small breakers & those

countries also were victimized who didn’t want to war. Forces

were against each others, people were craving for food, clothes

& shelter. Injured people were multiplying their numbers by

each gove day & night. Sun & moon are the witness of all

those numbers of killing people troubled by the foolishness

on the humans. Who were not able to save themselves & their

beautiful earth & humanity instead digging the wells of in-

sanity. Oh! My God! What a human-being. Alas! The almighty
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God had not given them the power of vision & world have

left them as an animal only. So that I couldn’t be guilty to see

them.

Now it ad been only few years to the first world war

gone & again due the jealousy again the clouds of war started

shadowing the world especially in Europe & it was left that

the second war is racing towards us. And in sep 1939 second

world war was started, human beings had hardly forgot the

first one the second one came terrifying along politics. Ger-

many attacked Poland, the whole world had divided to two

groups & battles started speeding up & killing became a fas-

cination routine. Life & humanity was finished & chain of

smoke near shattered on the map of world. To take posses-

sion on weak countries & them to celebrate it was the rou-

tines of strong countries. In between this the number of people

dieng kept increasing. All were dieng to save their lives. Any-

how the war may stop. Oh! God please give them senses, to

not  fight and stop bloody battles. Show them the way of liv-

ing life & know the justice to it be done. In between this 1945

or 6th and 9th August two main cities of Japan, Nagasaki and

Hiroshima were attached and exploded with atom bombs by

America. This was the most dreadful attack with poisonous

smoke & gas which destroyed thousands of miles in few

moments.

Lakhs of the people were injured & left in that situa-

tion on die & cry. Who are still shedding tears. This situation

& condition and the thunder of explosion shook the world &

everyone dropped their arms down. Just to be saved from this

type of explosion. Japan also became calm after this who was

steadily chasing last Asia. This second world oar which lasted

till 1945 kept its story & truth is front of the world. That war

brings only destruction in the world. A blooming world is
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possible to bloom only with out wars. No war Never was is

the only pact on which future depends. Nobody may again do

any mistake due to which the third world war may take place,

to hurt us. Because the rapidly growing world has got so many

of arms & weapons, that even by mistake those are used it

will kick the entire world into the well of destruction. Means

the human beings as well as birds & animals, insects, trees

plants will come an end. No one will be spared, to see what

happened after war? All these truths are been ignored by all

government are playing because all of them know the result.

Then for whom are we living and what peace of world are

talking warning a mask of foolishness wondering in the lawn

of lie, with the flag of world peace Rapidly growing negative

thoughts, spreaded, poverty, unemployment, desease. What

good education do we talk about? When we don’t follow the

path of peace. Come lets discuss seriously to save he planet

earth and give happiness to human beings. Although we’ve

already changed our thoughts comparing to the life of earlier

ones. But still we do not restrict ourselves from walking on

the negative paths. This negative thinking has given birth to

terrorism, which perhaps would be the reason for the third

world war, or due to the shortage of water all of our countries

need to know their weakness and their truths. Due to which

the shelter of peace goes for away from us. We need to accept

these truths like an unbreakable wall & give living beings the

happiness to live. This is ealling all countries & requesting

them to listen to his voice, have mercy on crying writhening

people & their families.

Proceed World Peace by the source of education. Un-

til & unless we do not face the truth of life and have the grace

of God. We will be an incomplete Human being, killing &

attacking everyone and making  them also  to learn  the  same.
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World peace will teach us to find the way to happiness. World

Peace is that treasure of nature which knows to give happi-

ness and believes in justifying everyone. It keeps justice with

nature also then whether its an animal or an insect. The hap-

piness we feel when a flower blooms and becomes happy by

blooming the same happiness can be felt by adopting world

peace. If we turn the pages of history, we find there have bee

revolutionary changes without bloody battle. Same like that

we need to be confident and bring the revolution of peace in

the whole world. So that the voice of peace may be heart by

people. And we may compel people to walk on this path. This

is the only path, which takes us towards humanity & its wel-

fare. Life’s cycle is made to walk on the path of happiness,

the moment we take the wrong path we cheat ourselves and

our country also. And we are playing a false game on a ground

of lies, with a duplicate smile entertaining ourselves. Though

peace is login only for two wards from us. Which is been

gifted by the nature to us. After education on also if we do not

be a good human then what education is this? Walking on the

way of peace only will help us to be able to bring world peace

where people will show their  humanity, kind heartedness and

welfare for each other. This only is the path of peace & only

with its help we bring the revolution of peace in the world &

bringing in this beautiful face of world we would be able to

justify each other it is the necessity of today’s life. Human

beings are sitting in all corners with a dream that like the

darkness of night vanishing with the rising & shining sun the

light of peace will get us rid off the shadow of unpeacefulness.

Whether truth may be hided by many lies, still the truth is

truth. Like this only peace is peace and any unpeaceful thing

cannot change the path of peace. Its ammortal, in the entire

solar system & earth. Then who can put a veil of lie on the
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face of world peace? We surely hope for that. The path of

peace is built with marbles who are famous to spread this

light & smoothness to distance places. Then unpeacefulness

climate and unpeaceful people cannot fear it Victory is Vic-

tory. The victory of truth is the loose of lie. World peace is a

truth & we need to spread it right from our families to societ-

ies, country & world, as all will help in making for helpful &

successful journey for world peace.

Today also there are many people waiting for their

rights in all small countries, homeless people thrown out of

their countries are being hoped to get back this shelter. So

many countries are caught in flames of fire & the people there

hope to get a happy life’s right like:- Iraq, Afghanistaan,

Philipins, Tibbet is possiessed by China fighting for freedom

since 1959. Many quarrels are going an inside Pakistan also

for their rights and almost all these countries are full of ex-

ploded and played like games. For which right, to justify

whom? Which country is positioning which country & why?

What right do they want from the earth? Small discussions

turn to quarrels and this is seen in all countries. We should

think that which country has pressurized which country and

for what? There wont be proper answer given for this ques-

tion. Everyone know and they deny the fact of world peace.

And that this is the only way to progress.

Poor  countries have got people longing for food, dieng

to feed their hunger. Means they are longing for their rights

on this earth. Its against world peace, we’ve snatching their

rights & happiness forcing them to cr. Peace has been very

necessary now & should be embraced by the whole world.

This victory will whom the path to human welfare and with

its help humans provide happiness to each others. This is the

only right & good answer to all the problems of world, be-
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cause this is the only pace from here the way of progress starts.

And to keep naturalism alive we need to sow the needs of

peace, in all countries and corners for all citizen to get the

right of humanity, life, happiness, work, to be embrace to have

a sweet home, to spread peace, to have education etc. These

all rights can be full filled in with the shelter of world peace.

And these single small steps moving will give world peace

the face of a revolution. Means the earth will have the air

filled with joy & life. Which will make everyone happy. And

for this we need to start it right here and right now, Initially

by the medium of students, on a large scale & include parents

family, officers, leaders etc. So that all these people may unit-

edly be able to give this revolution a true meaning. And at

least we may be able to stop the gathering of atomic weapons

and arms. And at an cost the third world war may never take

place in this world filled with dangerous effects. Even that

nobody may be able to use it for their own self sake, or any

other country. Like nonce raised by North Korea against South

Korea. Or even by mistake Iran or any other country like it

may not have an atom bombs. To have peace in our life we

need to move in time with our rights & we need to respect the

flag of peace which is the identy of truth. This revolution will

be able to bring the treasure of victory for all.
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DISCOVERING  A NEW WORLD

Every human-beings proceeds his steps in life accord-

ing to their ideology & keeps on moving in spite the distur-

bances of the society still they think of something new &

better to live & keeps trying that, Perhaps he will find a new

way to make life more better. So that in the streets of life he

can find the new facts and new hopes of life, & he is always

busy in it. So that he could find something to make his life

successful & find lots of happiness. This is a lust of everyone’s

life for a better future. Everyone where there are scrams &

nets of troubles. Lots of people loose their lives under the

burdern of life can we save them from poverty? Or can we

protect them with a blanket of wealth, or can we get it with

the bundle of all necessities. No never not at all. If it would

be possible then people of rich countries would have been

started finding peace. Those people who eat good, dress up

good, get good education etc are also still, why not so happy

with life? Why are they sad? They shap in costliest market of

world still unhappy. After all why If one could be healthy &

possibility find peace then today most of the population on

earth would have not been finding peace. All those people

who bring differences in the society due to which always the

society is up & done, due to which humanity is killed and

terrorism raises all those people are happy doing all these.

Buts its not the true happiness. They are always restless in-

side their hearts due to insanity done by them. Because these

people always snatch food from others & fill their stomach.

They want to gated happiness by giving other pain. Then how

is true happiness in life possible. All countries have been

troubled with people who are killing others for money. Man

has been selfish. Don’t know what destination are they look-

ing for in life & happiness does he want to gather to remove

is restlessness, of lie. It’s not a question of a single person the

entire human species is facing it. In all corners the air is against
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humanity and the path of truth has its flay running on it. This

flag is the true happiness, which is not clearly understood by

people. Because this truth is the great world peace which can-

not be spoiled by anyone or thing. Although objection can be

there to spoil this way by humans & devil as well. But the air

of peace is flowing & will flow smoothly, singing to people

to know it & embrace it for safety & good future. Peace will

show each & every country of the earth new ways for de-

velop & happiness. Peace is whispering its magic in everyone’s

ears the only thing is to be recognized & adopted by people.

The light of peace has got the happiness of life’s each mo-

ment. By the grace of god, we should adopt it & keep unity

strong. This is the biggest treasure of life for human & the

world is busy trying to find this treasure so that human beings

may be pleasures like a garden filled with greenery of life for

other on all the corners of world can after getting this mes-

sage of happiness all creatures may be happy and be grateful

to human brings. A beautiful world which can impress the

sun & the moon also Happy Dreams in the lap of humans,

swinging peace, filled air in the new home of all.

Really how amazing it would be peace on land which

was full of a restless planet, full of hatred, voilence pain, cry,

weak-poor, homeless & helpless people, crying sky & weep-

ing oceans. The entire nature loosing its identy. This fearful

stir an earth has snatched every & the right of many children

and forced them to cry. With our wrong ideology we’ve helped

the fire of unpeacefulness to spread. Due to this the climate

on earth has taken negative directions towards all corners and

its rapid speed has taken many lives away. And this negative

race of arms & weapons has not yet stopped, & the result are

the commodities, seen in the maximum countries of Africa

continent, South America & North America as well. It kill

silently & breaks unity with bringing natural differences as

well. As its notical in Asia continent. Arms & weapons are

continuously manufactured to be the one who got the most of
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them to threaten neighbor countries & if wanted they may

use these to destroy them. Human has no humanity and

unpeacefullness is creating insanity to its peak having a face

of man & heart mind of devil, the dangerous terrorist of this

earth. We need to convenience them with the weapons of peace

& control the entire insanity spread in the world. There are

few lines of a poem I remember.

Oh Man! What have you don?

Oh Man! Why have you done?

For whom did you do that?

For who’s sake did you do that?

To kill whom did you do that?

Whatever you did,

Peace never dies...........

Then whom did you want to kill?

Were running the charm of earth

But unable to do that.

At last you will have to kneel

And sing the song of peace

This is your & my dream

Then why are you angry

Away unaware of truth

Lie does not has legs

Come Come Comeon

With the help of world peace

U & me both will have victory

Towards humanity

The dream we dreamed earlier

The same dream will be the last one

Come Come on Come, with the help

of World Peace.
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What type of justice allows us to snatch the smile of

smiling children, the shelter of people to ignore the disabled

one, to break their walking sticks, to bring destruction in-

stead of progress. What education teaches us to do this? Life

is to live peacefully. One should always help others and never

hurt others in life & live for the goodness and happiness of

others. This is the summary of life And we’ve bee taught this

and to dance and enjoy the melodious music of life. Life is

like a boon granted to us by God to be happy, breath for him

& help others making life more beautiful & keep unity among

us & clear our difference. Loving & enjoying it we may un-

derstand life. This is the knowledge everyone needs to have.

It should be told and taught to children right from the child-

hood through education. So that we can save our future, our-

selves. We will succeed in this way to spread the ideology of

world peace to all parts of the world, & it will seen like a

huge thick forest which sends a message of its unity & beauty

& helps to purify the entire, climate & save all living crea-

tures in and around it. We need to encourage forestation also

& help them in growing & blooming. This is a message of

peace which will be able remove many problems of life with

the help of peace. There are many examples in the world where

people had nothing but were more than enough satisfied be-

cause they had peace, knowledge of peace education which

helped them in helping the needy ones & supporting them to

save them. The world keeps going on morning after evening

keeps spreading the splendor of beauty of it. This amazing

knowledge of peace is raining on us giving a message of peace,

& with this we can receive the grace of god & people. These

people grow to be great people & people start following them.

To have the pleasure of their words on peace & human pro-

tection. Like Jesus who sent down by God on the earth to
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help people in living life without having pain in life. But it

couldn’t be possible because the devil hanged Jesus on Gross

and insanity won on humanity. Jesus gave his life for human

welfare and for give all the those for the insanity they did &

showed them the way of victory of humanity on insanity. Good

winning on bad Mahatma Gandhi adopted these facts from

the holy bible & Jesus Christ & forced people to adopt truth

& non-violence in their lives. And helped our big country

India to region its freedom with the help of peace. Mother

Teresa also lived up for human being. She taught the lesson

of humanity & welfare & told us that this is the only way to

save, protect & help one-self, others and countries. Peace is

the immortal truth on which many people walked & worked

to be called and known as the great leaders like Mahatma

Budha, who has been followed by main countries like their

own leader and saint. Because he was the one who left the

luxurious of life & went to a quiet place, sat under a shady

tree & deeply thought on human welfare & safety & then

spread his beautiful ideology to people & place as far as pos-

sible. And with this he became the lord of east and western

countries of Asia. There are many more example like this in

the world with many great leaders like this. And world peace

was expected by all of these. So that as more as possible people

may be able to walk on the path of world peace & be adopted

buy the world. This is the most important thing needed by us.

Today this is the only beautiful lest house of human on earth.

Which can help us in living happily & succeed in life. This

will also bring major changes & turn he earth to immortal.

You have to be praised for the welfare of world, May they

understand or not. You need to make them understand again

make new paths and keep going on the world keep going.
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A NEW  SUN OF PEACE

The setting sun from Japan to farther western parts

sets down worried and sad everyday with many incidents

against humanism. Hoping to provide those particular parts a

new ray of hope where the darkness of insanity has capture

everything. The moon also rises with new hopes that perhaps

in the moonlight reflected by me may the revolution of peace

spread all over & bring new major changes in the favour of

human beings, with the victory of positive ideology & a world

of success. These rays of love & kindness will spread new

light for people living on earth & bring in new fruits & flow-

ers, crops in farms. Whole world is being tried to be took

care, so that death which is a universal punishment may lead

us to new life, where life will be immortal the walls of sor-

row will be brooked and happiness walls will be built. Be-

cause it is the second name of that powerful strength which

as given us the happiness of life & the charm of earth. And if

we are not living with these blessings or are avoiding them

our life is vain and a kind of stupidity. Everyone on this land

comes emply handed & leaves the land again empty handed.

No one carries anything on both the times while coming &

wile going. The one who leaves lived his life seen sadness

and happiness leaving everything & everyone behind. Then

for whom was your birth on this beautiful earth? As the most

beautiful creature human being which is not easily got. And

if we walk for the welfare of earth, spread up for the welfare

only, help others, sing the song of love, means if we sacrifice

our life for the sake of humanity & welfare & growth of people,

spread happiness among each other then only they become

immortals even after life. Keeping this fact of life in mind
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everyone may live to save the earth, people and for the wel-

fare of other. This is the fundamental base of life. If you have

lived only for yourself, then what did you live? Oh! My heart

you beat for others.

This truth is the truth of peace for everyone’s life be-

cause truth rises everyday like the sun & the moon. The lie is

like darkness spreading uncalmenss in the world. It snatches

our qualities & fills us with de-merits. When we will our-

selves with the water & food of our demerits. When ti will

start all the evilities functioning, war battles killing etc, which

hunt innocent creatures & then the  of insanity starts with

differences, dividends, terrorists like serious infection in all

the corners of world. Again the stir rises of insanity, with its

destructive waves. This is the present era seen today in all

great continents. This unclamful climate has trapped many

peace & forced them to have troubles & pain in their life

longing for peace to rest under its shadow for a while, to bring

in the truth of life Whether its the bank of a river or an oceans

speedy wave, we can be saved  from by only and only the

help of world peace. And we need to bring everybody under

its roof and be called the world winner. The new sun may rise

with all needs of life, killing the evil & bringing in the good.

This is the only desire of world peace for people on earth, to

save our life & world & which sends only good messages,

replaces the darkness of life with light. Why do we not adopt

the qualities of peace? Whey do we not spread peace mo-

ments like the beauty felt by seeing a beautiful flower same is

felt by peace.
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WORLD TURNING RICH

There is a world of happiness hidden on the earth

planet having all type of thing inside it. Digging soil creates a

well and well gives us cool water, greenery to farms is seen

only after plougling the upper surface & sowing seeds. Every

country has got planets, forests, greenery, ueggies, fruits, flow-

ers according to their climate. It means that there are any tasty

foods for humans here so that people may not worry for food

& this creature in the face of human being may grow well.

Because they are sent here to travel on the planet with Gods

grace. Due to which we have took birth on this planet earth &

kept succeeding in between troubles as well. Due to it only

humans are able to get this gift in each & every bit of life. So

that he may be like a happy traveler of his life & go back to

the place he had come from. The more we find out the more

we find something or the other treasures of life whether its in

the form of water, gold silver, diamonds, jewels, coal, oil,

petrol oa in the medium of gases. We’ve been able to grow

rich with these treasures & help in living life to human be-

ings. And all these natural treasures turn humans beings to be

the richest on earth. Means now they can throw off poverty &

cover themselves with the blanket of richness.

If we count these natural treasures in rupees or dol-

lars then it becomes a lie because all the things created by the

almighty like air, water or treasures beneath the earth, rain b

on sky, rapidly growing fruits & flower on trees and plants,

fast flying birds & racing animals all these amazing tings are

his creation and got by his grace only. The earth charm lies in

it, & due to this we are able to anyhow complete our journey
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of life. We leave or ignore peace which belongs to the whole

world to be trapped between sorrow & troubles. Because we

are leaving the natural truth and are behind lies embracing

them which is baseless & the path of lie or it can be said that

we have internationally and knowingly put that curtain of lie

on ourselves for our own sake. Due to this we’ve started lov-

ing lies & believe in man made things instead. We can see the

hugs and lows and mutual difference due to it in this world.

Means people for its self and sake are behind the currencies

or money known by different names in different countries

made by their own self & think about themselves being rich

with having it. But this is the main reason today of

unpeacefullness. Man with a long life is not a treasure, infact

giving his life to provide happiness to others, with human

qualities and sharing the pain of others & walking on the natu-

ral way of truth is a treasure of human species. Due to which

we’ve formed & coloured to proceed ahead and sing the song

of truth which beings in peace. If we keep going on this path

then only human life is called successful. The treasure of world

peace is spreaded on this way of truth for which the entire

world is searching for.
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THE RISE OF WORLD PEACE

We have the power to make a crying child laugh &

find a way to success in spoiling situations also through peace

for development sources. Like when the fire is extinguished

there is smoke coming out, same like that when we try to stop

non social activities there is a smoke of unpeacefullness. Just

give a thought & imagine those moments of history of our

country in riots & quarrels, bloody battles & those moments

where happiness was snatched from people & tears were given

due to which the entire country was terrified anarchy was

spread in our country. Because the whole word was going

through the same situation & there was not even a single place

left by wild storms seen. Natural calamities raised their heads

& destroyed as much as possible. And the most part of de-

struction was due to the lacknes of world peace the world’s

history is its witness. These stirs against human life not only

brought these type of natural losses, infact, our life became a

hose of many dreadful deseases as well due to it million

people, children & oldagd became the victim of it. Just for

two moments of true happiness in life there is war going on

between life & death & on an account of this, daily needs of

life become too high to survive. Due to not having food,

clothes, shelter & work the war is still on. To remove this

toughness there are many solution carried on and we are suc-

ceeding too. Still human tear is not stopping. There are screams

& cries heard from all corners of the world, to get the right of

living for at least two moments. This is the only hope of a

perturbed human. With the help of the few moments of peace

he may walk proudly holding the flag of freedom & a strong

paths of world peace. Because this is the only simple solution

which will help us to not only remove poverty and deficien-

cies from our life, but be successful for ever. Because its a

very good quality of adopting world peace in lives. It teaches
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us to live at any case any situation. It awakes patience in us

and helps in fighting in all troubles without hurting anybody.

Singing the song of goodness, admiring the sun, the moon &

helping us to maintain natures charm. The name of true hap-

piness of life is peace. Without it even a rich man is a poor. Its

an education which if is not taken then its on the grade of

illiterate. It is will not lie with us then the entire life cycle of

all living creatures will come to a danger. This is most beau-

tiful soil of world which terrifies all kind of evils and its the

bestest friend of goodness. This is the tallest & prettiest pillar

of the world which can be seen and end mired from all cor-

ners of the world & it fears to terrorists by going them near to

it. Come lets break all those chains which have put human

life in a danger without any reason an lets give all our en-

emies the message of world peace & make them happy as

well as & is completed to think on the subject of world peace.

Because those countries are also in a serious need of it & it

brings all type of developments too. This is only the eandle

which shows the way to lost people, show ever happiness &

removes sadness. An all over development which will make

the earth planet alive, full of greenery & blooming just like a

heaven on the earth. By only the sound of its coming foot

steps there is a smile on humans face & evils running away

by a clap given for it. World peace is waiting with open arms

to embrace all people of this world.

Do we have that humanity still remaining inside us

that we may also welcome it with open arms & bury all the

evil inside ourselves & let humanity & peace spread all over

the world & live there for ever.

Without it we all are homeless, helpless, workless,

illiterate and poor.

- WORLD PEACE LIVE LONG
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PROMISE / COMMITMENT

In our life we make many promises & full fill some

and ignore some. But this promise is a commitment related to

each & every place & person of our earth. Its such a promise,

such a commitment which we all have to full fill at any cost,

for our self for our protection, for the unity of our country, to

make the world more beautiful, to embrace truth travel we

need to adopt truth. Because this is the natural truth by the

grace of God, and there is no other true path to wolf for wel-

fare of the world. On this path only those travelers meet in

the light of truth who had lost in darkness finding the new

way for life. Only world peace can serve all over the world in

its welfare. We can feel the true commitment related to our

life and this is the only truth of world which will bring us the

bundle of happiness when we adopt it. Its the support we can

be through for others, which needs to be fulfilled by each

country at any cost, and wave the flag of peace in all of the

corners of our country, so that we may fulfill our promise and

be committed to it.

Come lets lite the candle of new hopes for future, and

never ever let it blown out. With this promise. I also promise

that through this book of mine whatever I earn I will spend it

on the publicity & propaganda of world peace, & request all

readiness to kill the enemy of world peace & stronger world

peace by this bit of contribution to the following address, by

post or through emails.

Lost and found much in life

Let’s go and not loose anything else

All of us may take a same path

Unitedly we proceed with the outfits

of Peace let’s move on and on.

 - HAIL WORLD PEACE!
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Work Done by Me on Peace Education

(A Summary)

I want to introduce myself to you. Ever since I was 12

years old, I am living the life of a handicapped person. Before that,

I used to play, jumping, hopping and skipping, just like any other

child of  my age. Suddenly, Because of en event in my life, I be-

came a victim of an accident and have been living a life of a physi-

cal challenge. On the advice of doctors, I had to stop going to

school. In a few years since then, my mental state also began to

sag and conditions of my body also began to deteriorate. In view

of this, I became helpless for a long time. Even friends and chil-

dren could not help me to participate with them in their games.

Secluded, I began to think within myself that I should go forward

and beyond, beyond all my friends and achieve some tangible,

some unique success and serve my country. Being unable to get

good medical care, I got along with the help of hopeful attitude till

1996. In that year my bones were damaged and I became helpless.

Because of broken bones, I have been spending my life on wheel-

chair, since then, to date. I am compelled to take recourse of

somebody’s assistance. But the strenght of my spirit made me for-

get my shortcoming and helplessness and goaded me strongly to

move ahead and achieve something, for the well being of the whole

country as well as whole world. From then on, I loaded on my

shoulders, the burden of world peace  and moved ahead spreading

and instilling peace in the minds of millions of people around me

and make them do all possible programs in search of peace. I have

achieved success. Even though it is full of challenges and it in-

volves diverse functions, my mind has established a rock on faith

and determination in me. I will continue to hold the torch of world-

wide peace and I well not stop till I achieve sucess on the strenght

and footsteps of positive thinking. This is the firm objective of my

spirited life. My efforts will continue to advocate stopping the pro-

duction of lethal weapons, and to stop wars forever from the face

of our planet earth. Lo! when can I witness a situation when our

planet earth gets rid of treachery on its soil, when enmity ends,
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when does brotherhood sprout and when all the mankind on earth

will be able to lead a life of peace and freedom? Efforts towards

this goal will continue as long as I continue to live, because this

indeed is the truth and this, indeed is life. True success in certain to

certain endeavor. Various experiences of my life in this field will

unfold themselves in what follows. You can witness various peace

attempts in the picture.

Confined to the four walls of my home, main activities

like spreading and message of peace through me medium of po-

ems and radiate enlightenment of positive thinking, through new

year greetings and a strong will to achieve something tangible,

have been the beacon light of all my endeavors. Because people

who are physically challenged are viewed  , with pity, as helpless

beggars and alms-mongers, even if any they come forward to

achieve something in life, they are reminded of all their shortcom-

ings, stopping them from moving forward. I was also a victim of

such a legacy, because I had already spreading peace purely at my

own cost. I got encouraging and positive response through letters

from many countries appreciating of my attempts to spread peace.

Even now such letters continue to pour in. At last, an organization

by name “World Wide Peace Organization” was established under

whose canopy, various peace related activities and programmes

have continued to take shape with full spead. Because of financial

constraints, I had to take loans from banks and spend them to-

wards spreading world peace, in search of a bright future. But my

physical and financial conditions deteriorated further. As I could

not repay the loans in times, notices from banks and courts contin-

ued to threaten me, but due to my firm resolves based on the strong

foundation of the path of peace, I got along despite all these diffi-

culties, without being baffled and without becoming panicky and

nervous because, we have come across many great person in his-

tory who faced similar poverty and fought with them and hoisted

the flags of victory based on self-sacrifice, self-confidence and

self-motivation. Till today I have visited far and wide in India as

well as abroad on the same cherished mission and addressed thou-

sands of thousands students and teachers so that we would have

excellent peace related future.

-Sagar Parasri
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DISABILITY AND DIFFICULTY

A few take birth

Destined only to face troubles,

Only to run a race against

Will of the providence

For them life is not a bliss

But a tough challenge

And they have to swim

Against the fast current

Of a deadly river ever and ever.

They are the martyrs of

The natural happiness

Which the mankind is

Bestowed with in general.

They are the ones

Who are not given a way,

But have to make their way.

Their determination and

Their pursuit is so honest

And so strong that

Even the negative will of

The providence proves to be insignificant.

One such super instance is

That of Prof. Hawking.

There is no denial

As disability and difficulty

Are like hands in gloves,

But ardent flame of aspiration and struggle

Takes one to the highest success

Where there is no

Disability and no difficulty.

Writer:

SAGAR PARASRI (ON WHEEL-CHAIR)
www.worldwidepeaceorganization.org

email: sagar@worldwidepeaceorganization.org

PH. : 011-26535469
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

I had the pleasure and honour meeting Mr. Sagar Parasri twice,

once when he called on me at the Mauritius High Commission, prior to his

visit to Mauritius, and the second time during a function hosted by the

World Wide Peace Organization. Mr. Parasri deeply impressed me by his

determination and the tremendous work that he is doing in the field of

World Peace.

Despite his physical handicap and all odds he encounters daily

while travelling and attending countless conferences and meeting people

to share his dream on world peace, Mr. Parasri is resolute in his determi-

nation. There is no doubt, nothing will stop him until he achieves his dream

and goal.

Like all great leaders, determination and willingness are the main

characteristics of Mr. Parasri. His willingness to confront all difficulties

along his way for peace, and investing his time without complaining, are

among the remarkable features of his character.

Mr Parasri should be an example for all of us and I strongly

believe that he deserves the best award for all his efforts and contribution

to achieve world peace.
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FORWARDING

I LISTEN & I FORGET...

I READ & I REMEMBER

I DO & I UNDERSTAND

The above line by Confucius rightly fine on Sagar Parasri. He is a man of

strong will, he has faced the legacy of bureaucracy, harassments, humilia-

tions & many more which only he has felt & faced but he stood high, high

on his courage is prove that physical limitations & constraints cannot ever

stop the strenght - the inner strenght of peace of humanity. He has proved

that for him sky is not the limit.

In his book “NO WAR NEVER WAR” Sagar has tried his level

best to take on all the hatred topics, which are like the open wounds on

humanity.

He analyses & tries to medicate more correctly vaccinate, These

damage, we knowingly or unknowingly, all have done to the environment

to the mother nature, he tries to heal the voilence & hatred spread in over

minds & souls. He firmly believes all these can be overcome only through

one medicine, to leaps a small steps to save the civilization for years to

come-PEACE & HUMANITY.

If Sagar who in spite of struggling with 90% locomotors disabil-

ity can mange to spread the message of peace, hamony & no war never

war cannot be the all who are blesed healthy limbs & healthy lives. help

sagar & contribute a bit of over with his to spread his message of human-

ity at all corners.

Sagar makes us feel the truth of Vasudev katumkam.

Come up ....... Rise on ......... Provide the helping hands..........
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Letter of Appreciation

The Principal, staff & Students of Kendriya Vidyalaya,

NMR, JNU Campus are highly indebted to Sh. Sagar Parasri

for his very motivational & inspirational address in the morn-

ing assembly today, i.e. 05-08-2011.

Sh Sagar Parasri is indeed working on a very noble

mission of bringing peace & harmony not only in the country

but the world around. His endeavor to stress on the need of

peace Education at School level will benefit the entire human

race.

Shri Sagar Parasri

Peace Researcher cum Founder

World Wide Peace Organization

3/34, NIE Campus, NCERT

Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-16
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To

Sagar Parasri

Peace Researcher com founder

World Wide Peace Organization

Subject: Appreciation and Thanking letter.

Sir,

We are highly thankful to you for sharing your

precious notions with us and our students. Certainly your

address would help our students to become not only good

students but also good human beings. Peace is the  first and

foremost necessity of today’s world and your devotion and

dedication for creating a peaceful world is highly appreciable.

We all are with you.

Thanking you

Yours Sincerely
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Date : 13th September, 2011

You know, we known,

All around is the nature show,

Smiles are like gifted rainbow,

Peace and unity is everyone’s vow

I appreciate Mr. Sagar Parasri for his continuous efforts in

spreading the message of peace all around the world. My as-

sociation with him and World Wide Peace Organization is

many years old and I have enjoyed every bit of working for

the cause of world peace. I am proud to be a part of the orga-

nization.

Since a long time, our organization was remarkably doing

well. We are constantly invited for giving lectures in different

places. Masses like students, professors, professionals, so-

cial workers, politicians have joined hand with us. I am very

happy to see Mr. Sagar excelling day by day. I wish him very

best for his upcoming brilliant book on “NO WAR NEVER

WAR” and may God give him all success for his noble cause.

Lastly, I would like to end by saying:-

“War pollutes the eco-system of the universe, peace

make it more beautiful”
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An Appreciation Letter

“One should appreciate the fact that someone somewhere is

trying very hard to spread the message of peace and harmony

and patience the tolerance”.

I can never forget my visit to Delhi is January 2006. Coincidently,

I met Mr. Sagar Parasri on 25/01/2006 in his office at NCERT,

since then I am associated with his Organization. His book

“DISCOVERY OF PEACE” was a great inspiration to me. I

have participated some program and lecturers on “WORLD

WIDE PEACE ORGANIZATION” in Guwahati and Delhi, which

motivated me to deliver this message to mankind at my native

place Meghalaya (Shillong). Every year our organization celebrate

Ist January as “International Peace Celebration Day” at India Gate

and 2nd October as “Non-Violence Day” at NCERT. I

appreciate having had opportunity to work with this organization

by education other about being peaceful and acting in peace with

other.

Finally, I would like to thank him for the support, guidance and

encouragement he has provided and also wish all the best for his

upcoming book “NO WAR NEVER WAR”. May peace and

blessing be on all the people in India and around the World and

God bless him too.

Aparna Gewali

Peace Executive (WWPO)
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RPP/AAS/PARASRI

26 August 2002

Mr. Sagar Parasri

3/34, NIE Campus

Sri Aurobindo Marg

New Delhi 110016

Dear Mr. Parasri

I was much taken up with your commitment for peace building and

the efforts that you are making towards this end as an individual.

Your poetry is also very inspiring to this cause.

Your positive thinking and approaches are a great example of a

peaceful person, since this is the first characteristic of such an

individual.

I have provided you with a copy of UNESCO’s Teacher Guide to

Peace Education. We need to globalise such concepts in our quest

for global peace.

I wish you the very best in all your endeavors.

Yours sincerely,

R.P. Perera

Chief Administration & Programme officer for Culture
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